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understand and ultimately control the noise produced by
helicopter power trains. The objective of this effort
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behavior of the rotating components within the trans-
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with then.
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SUM•ARY

The results obtained in this i nvestigation demonstrate the strong depen-
dence of major components of internal helicopter noise upon the mschanical
vibration characteristics of portions of the rotor-drive power train, par-
ticularly main transmission gear-carrying shafts and structural elements
which are feasible for the gearbox designer to perform have shown both11 logical reasons why noise is generated by the gearbox and also the effects
of typical design changes which might be considered during the development

• ,of future gearboxes in order tc help achieve lower noise levels.

Modifications which were considered and which appear to have some merit
with regard to reducing the level of the bevel mesh noise component include
changes to bevel-gear shaft dimensions, bearing stiffnesses, and materials.
Stiffening of the ring gear, th- only modification nonsidered for that
element, appears to offer some promise for reducing the level of the noise
component at the lower planetary mesh frequency. The modifications selected
for examination are only representative of many. There are undoubtedly
others which will exhibit greater noise reductions. The optimum configura-

= tion can only be determined by systematic study, and must ultimately be
evaluated by a competent gearbox designer prior to implementation.

This study is part of a continuing effort to control, through the develop-
ment and application of mechanical vibration and acoustics technology, the
noise produced by helicopter geared Vowcr trains. While the results
achieved by this study are not all inclusive, they represent a significant
step Zor-ird in understanding the reasons for the generation of gearbox
noise. The major aims of this study, which was directed at both the UH-ID
main rotor-drive gearbox and the CH-47 forward rotor-drive gearbox, were
as follows:

1. Theoretical predictions of lateral natural frequency and forced
response vibration characteristics of the gearbox shafts which
carry the spiral bevel gears, and the analytical demonstration
of possible methods of reducing vibration, and therefore noise
levels.

2. Theoretical predictions of natural frequency and forced-response
vibration characteristics of the planetary ring-gear portions of
the gearbox casings, considering the ring-gear structural supports
as thin-shell elements, and the analytical demonstration of pos-
sible methods of reducing vibration, and therefore noise levels.

3. General analytical modeling of gearbox mounts and adjoining air-
frame structure, in sufficient detail that the transmissibility
characteiistics (with respect to acoustic-frequency vibrations)
of various mount configurations might be examined.

... 4. Collection and evaluation of existing helicopter internal noise and.

K ii



vibration data from helicopter manufacturers and users, to
improve the usability of a helicopter internal noise data bank.
This data bank may be used to determine the precise nature of heli-
copter i:,ternal noise and its sources, and to assess the utility
oi gearbox modifications for noise reduction.

The objectives of this study have been achieved.

iv
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INTRODUCTION

Helicopter internal noise is increasingly being recognized as one of the

major problems which must be overcome if helicopters are to be a safe and
comfortable mode of transportation in the future. Internal noise has often
been considered inherent to the helicopter, primarily because of the weight
penalty associated with the use of insulation and blanketing, together with

limitations on the lift which can be achieved with this type of aircraft.

Internal noise levels have apparently not always been considered to bear
strongly upon helicopter crew and passenger safety. There is increasing
concern, however, for the legal aspects of hearing damage to both passengers
and crew in military helicopters. There are also apparently some indica-
tions that certain noise components produced by the CH-47 rotor-drive gear-
box may be interfering significantly with internal communications within
operating CH-47 aircraft. Crew helmets do not and cannot alleviate this
problem, since the noise impinges upon the microphones, as do the spoken
words of the crew. Noise fatigue of both passengers and crew is undoubtedlyanother important element for consideration.

The continuing trends to higher and higher power levels, and the ever-
present lift-to-wei.ght ratio requirements, result in both higher drive-
train mechanical force levels and higher mechanical vibration levels.
Since one of the most important by-products of acoustic-frequency mechani-
cal vibration is noise, noise levels can be expected to increase drastical-
ly as well. The inability of the aircraft designer to assign weight allow-
ances to sound-absorption devices or materials means that the gearbox
designer is faced with the problem of redi'Ing or'limiting internal noise
levels during the design of the power train components, utilizing methods
which incorporate new criteria.

The requirement to reduce noise levels in existing helicopters, whIerever
possible, and to achieve quietee future helicopters through design-level
efforts has been recognized by the U.S. Army. Consequently, the Eustis
Directorate, U.S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory,
Fort Eustis, Virginia (formerly the U.S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories)
has embarked upon a program to understand the sources of internal helicopter
noise, to modify existing hardware to reduce the noise levels emitted by
these sources, and to transmit the information learned by these investiga-
tions to helicopter manufacturers for incorporation into the design pro-
cess.

4. Lotor-drive gearboxes have long been recognized as one of the major

4 sources, and perhaps the prime source, of the noise which is found in
operational helicopters. Even before the use of sophisticated measuring
equipment, the layman's ear could distinguish the gearbox as the probable
source of the noise levels being experienced. During the past decade,
better sound-recording apparatus, together with full-octave and one-third-
octave analysis techniques, has enabled the internal sound spectrum to be
studied in more detail. The results of these studies showed that in
larger helicopters, such as the CH-47, the internal noise levels were due

J-,



primarily to very high narrow-band signals which were located in the fre-
quency bands which contained the mesh frequencies of some of the speed
reduction gears [11*, [2], [3]. More recently, narrow-band analyses of
similar recordings [4] have shown that these noise spikes are located
orecisely at ceveral of the gear mesh frequencies. In smaller helicopters,
such as the UH-lD, the studies indicated that accessory systems, such as
hydraulic pumps and oil cooler fans, were in several cases of equal impor-
tance to the gearbox as sources of noise.

As a result of the information uncovered by the full-octave and one-third-
octave analyses, which identified the gears as the probable prime sources
of noise, an analytical effort was undertaken to formulat- equations which
would describe the type and amount of disturbance [1] int oduced into the
drive train, at the mesh frequency and its higher multiples, as a result of
the normal meshing action of the gears. At the same time, an effort was
undertaken to develop a torsional response analysis which could predict the
dynamic gear tooth forces in the drive train under the forcing action of
the gear mesh disturbances. These analyses, together with an empiricalS. method for computing noise levels based on their results [1], [2], yielded

2 encouraging results which formed the basis of the current study.

The production of certain components of noise by a power train gearbox re-
quires the vibration of portions of the gearbox casing or of the supporting
structure (which depends upon the transmissibility of the mounts), or both.
These vibrations may be caused by the application of dynamic forces to the

exists in the usual rotor-drive gearbox design, in which an input shaft,

usually mounted on three or four rolling-element bearings, supports a
single bevel gear. While the drive force acting on the gear mesh frequency
(or a multiple thereof) because of the torsional vibrations of the drive
train, which are caused by the characteristics of the mesh itself. These
"variations in the rolling-element bearings which support the gear-carrying
shaft; hence, the application of dynamic forces to the gearbox casing. A
similar situation exists for the output bevel-gear shaft and for the ring-
gear portion of the gearbox casing.

4While the foregoing helps to explain one gearbox-related mechanism which
may produce high internal noise levels, the gearbox designer should also be
aware of another phenomenon which may occur. While the lateral natural
frequencies of the bevel-gear-carrying shafts are usually far above
rotational frequencies, they are often very nearly the same as the mesh
frequency or one of its multiples. Thus, the very real possibility exists
"for forcing one or more of the shafts at a lateral resonance frequency.

1-

J 1*Numbers in brackets refer to literature cited at the end of this report.
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. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM

This study of helicopter power train acoustic-frequency vibrations and re-
- sulting noise was conducted in four tasks, the individual efforts of which

are summarized below.

In the vibrations analysis of any system, several distinct types of calcu-
lations are required for a complete understanding of the behavior of the
system. First, the natural frequency (free-vibration) aspects of the pro-
blem must be considered, taking into account the actual support masses and
stiffnesses. This analysis yields the natural frequencies of the system,
together with the vibration mode shapes which may be expected. The analyst

4 learns from these results the frequency ranges upon which he must concen-
trate during the second portion of the study, which is an investigation of
the response of the system to specific forcing functions. From this part of
the analysis, information is gained about the vibration amplitudes which may
be expected. The third portion of the study is then usually an analysis of
the sensitivity of the system to various changes in such parameters as the
amplitude or locetion of the dynamic forces, the bearing stiffnesses, or the
dimensions of the shaft.

- TASK I - ACOUSTIC-FREQUENCY VIBRATION ANALYSIk OF BEVEL GEAR SHAFTS

As a result of the studies in [1l and [2], dynamic forces acting at the
various gear meshes were available. Following rolling-element bearing stiff-
ness calculations, gear lateral vibration natural frequency calculations
were undertaken for the input and output bevel gear shafts of the CH-47 and
UH-ID rotor-drive gearboxes. Following these studies, calculation6 were per-
formed to show the response of the shafts, including dynamic bearing forces,
to the dynamic forces generated at the gear teeth as a result of the gear-
tooth mesh characteristics. Thus, the path for the transmission of acoustic-
frequency vibration energy, from its point of origin in the gear mesh to its
appearance as mechanical vibrL ions at the gearbox casing walls, has been ri-
gorously studied by means of digital computer dynamic simulation.

The vibration responses of various modified shaft-bearing systems were cal-
culated to illustrate the utility of several noise and vibration reduction
techniques.

TASK II - ACOUSTIC-FREQUENCY VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF GEARBOX RING-GEAR CASINGS

This phase of the report was divided into two parts: the first part was de-
voted to the UH-ID ring-gear casing, and the second part to the CH-47 ring-

ii gear casing.

S..For the nH-.D helicopter, the ring-gear casing was modeled for dynamic anal-
ysis. The structural natural frequencies of the casing were then determined
for various modes of vibration using an existing MTI shell vibration computer
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program. The natural freq;encios thus obtained were compared with the gear
mesh frequencies.

The dynamic tooth forces acting on the ring gear as reported in ri] and [2)
were used as input data for the computation of dynamic responses. From the
dynamic responses, the acoustic power was calculated, giving an indication
of the noise level generated by the casing due to gear-mesh-induced vibra-
tions.

The ring-gear casings were then modified in an effort to reduce the noise
and vibration levels. The acoustic power generated by the modified casings
was compared with the existing (nominal design) ring-gear casings.

TASK III - ROTOR-DRIVE GEARBOX MOUNT STUDIES FOR ACOUSTIC-FREQUENCY VIBRA-
TION ISOLATION

The dynamic excitations originating at the gear-tooth mesh locations may
cause the ring-gear casing to vibrate and thus emit noise. At the same time,
however, dynamic forces and vibrational motion are transmitted through the
joints to the aircraft structure, inducing vibrational stresses and genera-
ting noise. The isolation of the gearbox structure from these vibrations is
therefore important from both the stress and noise points of view, although
the major concern here is noise.

The possible use of a vibration isolator between the gearbox and the struc-
ture was analyzed by using a simple model. Two quantities are known to be
significant in determining the effectiveness of vibration isolation: motion
transmissibility and force transmissibility. The isolation analysis shows
that the two transmissibilities can be expressed in terms of the mechanical
impedances of the gearbox mount structure, the isolator and the aircraft
structure.

TASK IV - COLLECTION AND EVALUATION OF SAMPLES OF EXISTING GEARBOX NOISE AND
VIBRATION DATA

Visits to the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, Fort Rucker, Ala-
bama; Vertol Division - The Boeing Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; The
Bell Helicopter Company, Fort Worth, Texas; and the Sikorsky Division of
United Aircraft Corporation, Stratford, Connecticut, were undertaken to ob-
tamn and evaluate samples of existing helicopter gearbox noise and vibration
measurements from the standpoints of completeness and usability in future

helicopter internal noise reduction efforts.
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DYNAMIC FORCES IN (,H-47h FORWARD ROTOR-DRIVE GEARBOX BEVEL GEAR SHAFT BEARINGS

ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARING RADIAL STIFFNESS CALCULATION

The first quantities required for a lateral vibrations analysis are the
actual stiffnesses of the elements which support the vibrating system rela-
tive to n fixed reference plane. These calculations were undertaken for
the bearings supporting both the input and output bevel gear shafts in the
CH-47 forward rotor-drive gearbox. For the purposes of the analysis, co-
ordinate axes were assigned as follows:

x-axis y-axis z-axis

Input Shaft Horizontal (Fore- Vertical (Perp. Hori2iontal (Perp.
Aft, Along Shaft) to Shaft) Positive to Shaft) Positive
Positive Forward Down to Port Side

Output Shaft Vertical (Along Horizontal (Fore- Horizontal (Perp.
Shaft) Positive Aft, Perp. to to Shaft and y-
Down Shaft) Positive axis) ?ositive

Forward to Starboard

Simple calculations indicated the gearbox casing rolling-element support
structure to be reasonably rigid compared to anticipated bearing radial
stiffness values. Conaequently, the assumption was made throughout the
present studies that bearing support stiffness could be neglected and that
the radial stiffness of the bearings was the controlling stiffness. Such
an assumption is not always valid, however, and the gearbox designer is
cautioned to obtain guidance in this area prior to undertaking calcula-
tions of this type. (The opposite is true for turbine engines, for in-
stance, where the bearing supports are usually quite soft compared to the
bearings themselves. This is often the case because the internal forces in
turbine engines ave usually much lower than those in helicopter gearboxes.)

For the analyses, the following aircraft operating parameters were assumed:,

Aircraft Flight Condition Hover
Aircraft Horsepower (Total) 3750
Forward Gearbox Horsepower 1500

•%Gearbox Input Shaft Speed 7059 rpm

Bevel Gear Tangential Drive Force 3764 lb

Under these operating characteristics, the steady-state forces (sign con-
vention is with respect to the axes previously described) acting Dn the
bevel gears are as follows:

F (lb) F (lb) (lb)
s'x s ~ __I 1

Input Bevel Gear -2371 678 3764
Output Bevel Gear - 903 2296 3764

5. -
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Utilizing these values, the shaft dimensions and their tolerances, and the
ball and roller bearing dimensions and their tolerances, the following ra-
dial stiffness values were calculated by means of a computer program devel-
oped by Mr. A.B. Jones, Newington, Connecticut, Consultant to MTI, for the
bevel gear shaft bearings (bearings are numbered in the direction of power
flow, and this numbering will be maintained throughout this study):

K K
y z

Bearing Shaft (lb/in. x 10"6 .(b/n 16

1 Input 1.21 0.72
2 Input 3.42 2.08
3 Input 5.51 4.67
4 Input 3.17 5.91
5 Output 2.91 2.99
6 Output 3.60 3.76
"7 Output 3.57 5.98

BEVEL GEAR SHAFT LATERAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES

Vertol assembly drawing 114D1001, Transmission, Mechanical, Forward Rotary
Wing Drive, end subordinate drawings were used to model ti.: input and out-
put bevel gear shafts. Figure 1 is a simplified drawing of the components
under consideration. Figures 2 and 3 show details of the analytical mo-
deling which was performed for the vibration analysis. Tables I and II pre-
sent details of the dimensions and other shaft properties used in the
analysis.

The first step in a shaft lateral vibrations analysis should be the con-
struction of a natural frequency map [5) on which are plotted the natural
frequencies of the shaft-bearing system. Such a mWp shows the regime in
which a particular shaft-bearing arrangement is operating, through com-
parison of the natural freq'iencies with each other and with the exciting
frequency (in this case the mesh frequency). It also shows the behavior of
the natural frequencies with respect to bearing stiffness, a characteristic
which will become important during later stages in the analysis in which
system property changes are considered.

The map is most efficiently constructed by first assuming equal bearing ra-
dial stiffnesses for all the bearings in the system and then superimposing
upon the map the actual bearing stiffness vs. speed characteristics. (See
Chapter II of Reference 5 for a more detailed discussion of this method of
analyuis.) Varying assumed bearing stiffness from 105 to 107 (all bearings
assumed. equal) yields the natural frequency maps shown in Figures 4 and 5
for the input and output spiral bevel shafts, respectively, for the CH-47
forward gearbox. The vertical lines (bearing stiffness is typically il-
sensitive t-) vibration frequency changes at constant speed) repreoent the
calculated boaring stiffnesses discussed earlier.

Figurc 4 'igves the following general information:

6
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1. The input bevel gear shaft Is being forc:d at the. bevel tuesh fre-
quency only slightly above its third (bending) natural frequency.
As the speed of the shaft increase~s, during run-upý the input bevel

gear shaft will probably pass through three natural frequencies of
which the first two will be of the x.g& -.y vibration type.
(The first two criticals are very nbarly straight lines between
stiffnesses of 7 x 105 and 6 x 106 pounds/inch, and thus ata almosL
directly dependent on bearing stiffneso. n characteristic, of a
rigid-body critical.) The vertical axis of the rap is vibration.
frequency, rather than shaft speed. The bei•ring radial stiffnesses
would not, in general, be straight vertical lines on a speed vs.
stiffness map.

2. Bearing radial stiffnesses lower than those calculated aud shown
in Figure 4 will result in a lower value for the third critical
frequency (decreases to the left with lower stiffness), and thus a
further separation between it and the mesh frequency.

When the above calculations are repeated with the radial bearing stiffness
values as calculated (rather than assumed equal) in the vertical and hori-
zontal directions separately, the natural frequencies are as follows:

First Critical Second Critical Third Critical
Radial Stiffnesses (cpm (Hz)) . (cpm (Hz)) (cprm (Hz))

Vertical (y-axis) 33,500 (558) 82,100 (1370) 146,300 (2440)
Horizontal (z-axis) 32,000 (533) 93,800 (1565) 137,400 (2290)

Figure 5 gives the following information:

1. The output bevel gear shaft is being forced at the bevel mesh fre-
quency only slightly below its third (bending) natural frequenc/.
As the speed of the shaft increases, it will probably pass through
two natural frequencies, of which the first will be a rigid-body
vibration type. The discussion for the input shaft applies here as
Yell.

2. Bearing radial stiffnesses lower than those calculated and shown in
Figure 5 will result in a lower value for the third critical fre-
quency, and thus less separation between it and the mesh frequency.

When the above calculations are repeated with the radial bearing stiffnesses
as calculated (rather than assumed equal) in the vertical and horizontal
directions separately, the following natural frequencies are obtained:

First CritIcal Second Critical Third Critical

Radial Stffnesses (cpm (Hý)) (cpm (Hz)) - -(cpm (Hz))

Fore-Aft (y-axis) 64,200 (1070) 125,400 (2090) 380,000 (4670)A!•Horizontal (z-axis) 61,700 (1030) 122,500 (2040)

The fact that the beariag radial stiffnesses are closer together in Figure

I i
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5 for the output shaft than in Figure 4 for the input shaft causes the
points at which the'critical frequency curves intersect the bearing stiff-
ness curves to be closer together. This makes the results shown in Figure
5 somewhat easier to interpret than thohe in Figure 4. Both clearly in-
dicate that the two shaftý are operatiný in bending r~gimes, and in close
proximity to their third critical frequencies.

LATERAt RESPONSE OF SHAFTS TO GEAR-NESH-INDUCED TOOTH FORCES

Figures 4 and 5 •how that both bevel gear shafts are operating with tqe
• I bevel gear mesh zrequency in clos? proximity to their third critical ire-

quencies. This portion of the anAiysis, which includes bearing radial
"stiffnesses along both the y and z axes, as well as the dynamic forces cal-
culated in [2], is designed to indicate more exactly the relationship be-
tween system critical frequencies and the mesh frequency. Vibration
amplitudes, together with the levels of the dynamic forces transmitted
across the rolling-element bearings (which are a primary indicator of noise
level), will also be obtained.

_rom [2], the dynamic forces (peak values) acting at the bevel gear mesh
point at the mesh frequency are ap follows:

F d (lb) Fd,z(lb)

SInput Bpvel Gear 78 431
Output Bevil Gear 405 431

When these dynamic forces are applied at the 1evel gear me~sh frequency of
3412 Hz (equivalent to 230 rpm rotor speed), the input and output shafts
vibrate (at 3412 Hz) in the mode shapes shown In Figures 6 and 7,
respectively.

With respect to the input bevel gear shaft, Figure • shows several very
"important items:

1. The1 shaft is experiencing bending, and since the vibrations are
not at the rotational speed, it is flexing.

2. In general, the levels of vibration are fairly low, on the order
of 60 x 10-6 inch or less. With bearing radial stiffnesses on
the order of 7 x 105 to 6 x 106 lb/in., however, dynamic forces
on the order of 50 to 350 pounds are. ndicated. If these forces
are transmitted directly to the casing, as it appears they are,
it becomes apparent why measurable casing vib ations occur at the
bevel mesh frequency, and thus why noise is produced at this fre-
quency.

3. Both roller bearings experience about the same vibration artpfitudes,
and should therefore exhibit roughly the same lifetime degradation,
(if any) due to this cause, other factors being equal.
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4. The ball bearings exhibit high6r vibration levels than the roller
bearings. S~nce these bearings are relatively unconstrained ra-
dially, wear may be expected In or along the axially re~training
shoulders.

5. Some flexing of the input couoling is indicated.

6. Little relative motion is predicted for the bevel teeth.

!aximum force levels in the bearings are predicted at an angle of about 10
degrees from the horizontal, measured counterclqckwise as viewe4 from the
aft end of the gearbox.

With respect to the output bevel gear shaft, Figure 7 shows several impor-
tant items:

1. The shaft is experiencing bending, and since the vilbarions are
not at the rotational speed, it is flexing.

2. In genergl, the vibration levels are fairly low, on the order of
70 x 10- inch gr less. W~tq bearing radial stiffnesses on the
order of 3 x 10 to 6 x 10 potnds/inch however, dynamic forces
on the ord6r of 200 to 400 pounds are indicated. Again, transmis-
sion of forces of this magnitude to the gearbox casing would appear
likely to result in measurable casing vibration levels at this
frequency.

3. The duplex ball bearings (numbers15 and 6) experience considerlbly
higher vibration levels than the roller bearing (number 7), ap-
parently because of the translation inertia of the spur gear moun-
ted just above the ball bearings. If other factors are equal, their
lifetime may be anticipated to be shorter thaI the roller bearings,

4. The sun gear (upper end of the output bevel gear shaft) experiences
more lateral. vibration than that part of the shaft supported by the
roller bearing. It may be anticipated that vibrftion sidebands*
might be found at frequencies equal to the bevellmesh frequeacy
plus and minus the lowerlplanetary sun-planet mesh frequency; tha
is, at 3412 + 1482 . 1930, 4894 Hz.

In the effort to demonstrate the relationship of the shaft lateral natural
frequencies to the bevel gear mesh frequency, the response calculations de-

scribed above were repeated at other frequencies, while keeping the shaft
rotational speed constant. Bearing stiffnesses and exciting forces were

*Recent CH-47 gearbox test cell noise and vibration measurements under US.
'Army Contract DAAJ02-71-C-0020 (Vertol-Division - the Boeing Company) appear
to indicate the presence along the gearbox sidewalls of a significant signal
at about 2000 Hz, which does not appear to be explainable by any other
physical mechanism at the plesent, time.
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kept constant. This latter assumption is adequate with regard to the bear-
*x ing properties. There is a strong likelihood that the dynamic forces would

be different at any other frequency, if there was a source of excitation at
each frequency considered. The vibration amplitudes and forces are there-
fore strictly correct (analytically) at the bevel mesh frequency of 3412
Hz. The utility of such a frequency sweep is that it immediately identifies
the location of system critical frequencies (through locations of force and
amplitude peaks) and it gives an indication of the relative severity of
each critical frequency should a source of vibration be present at that fre-
quency. Figures 8 and 9 present the results of frequency sweeps for the
input and output bevel gear shafts, respectively.

Figure 8 shows several important results for the input shaft:

1. There is a significant peak in the bearing transmitted forces for
all four bearings very close to the normal operating range of the
bevel gear mesh frequency. This peak probably corresponds to the
third critical frequency identified in Figure 4, although it is
somewhat higher than that frequency.

S2. There is a significant transmitted force peak near 1500 Hz, which
2 also happens to be approximately the lower planetary mesh fre-

quency. Thus, excitations from that source must be considered as
a potential means for exciting what appears to be the shaft's
second critical frequency. The smaller peak at about 1700 Hz
would appear to be a lesser second critical frequency due possibly
to dissimilar horizontal and vertical bearing stiffness values.

3. There is a lesser critical frequency at about 400 Hz, which appar-
ently corresponds to the first critical frequency identified in
Figure 4.

4. Thn calculated bearing dynamic force levels at the bevel gear mesh
frequency (3412 Hz) are on the order of 100 to 250 pounds peak.

While very high dynamic forces are shown in Figures 8 and 9, this is cal-
culated data which assumes both rigid supports and no damping. Both flex-
ible supports and the presence of damping would obviously act to reduce
these force levels. Of prime concern is the location of the third critical
frequency peak relative to the mesh frequency. Figure 4 indicates that
this peak is somewhat below the mesh frequency, while Figure 6 indicates
that the peak is slightly above the mesh frequency.

It is likely that the actual supporting structure will exhibit lower stiff-
ness than those levels assumed for these calculations, and that the mesh
frequency will therefore very likely be above the third critical frequency
in actual operation. The effects nf chan&es to various bearing stiffness
properties will be explored in the next section.
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With the anticipated location of the force peak below the mesh frequency,
it is likely that the bevel gear noise component will intensify at slightly
lower gearbox shaft speeds.

Figure 9 also exhibits several interesting results:

1. A force peak is found at or slightly above the bevel mesh fre-1 Iquency. This peak apparently corresponds to the third system
critical frequency shown in Figure 5.

2. There are distinct critical frequencies at about 1300 Hz (78,000
cpm) and 850 Hz (51,000 cpm), which appear to correspond to the
second and first critical frequencies, respectively, shown in
Figure 5.

3. The dynamic forces at the bevel gear mesh frequency (3412 Hz) are
on the order of 200 to 400 pounds amplitude.

The comments made earlier relative to the calculated peak values and the
likelihood of their attenuation by increased support flexibility and damping
apply here as well.

SHAFT-BEARING MODIFICATIONS FOR VIBRATION AND NOISE REDUCTION

While it is impossible under this investigation to consider each of the
many system modifications which could be used to reduce vibration, and
therefore noise levels, it is both instructive and useful to demonstrate
the type of modifications which should be considered. The ease of con-
sidering these modifications analytically, before proceeding to the
test cell, will become apparent as the range of modifications is explored.
The relative cost savings which may be achieved by ruling out marginal
changes prior to testing will also become obvious. In each modification,
the criteria against which the moJification will be judged are the relative
reductions in shaft-to-bearing vibtation amplitude, and thus in bearing
transmitted force, Lompared to the nominally calculated vibration
amplitudes (recall that amplitude and force are proportional).

Structural Changes to the Shafts

Several changes to noncritical (i.e., inner or nonbearing surface) diam-
eters were made to demonstrate the reduction in shaft bending which can be
achieved by stiffening the bevel gear shafts, Figures 10 through 12 show
the results of these changes for the input bevel gear shaft, while Figures

* •13 and 14 present results for the output bevel gear shaft.

In Figure 10, an additional wall thickness of 0.15 inch was added to the
coupling end of the input shaft, together with a slightly steeper taper to
the larger diameter, as shown by the shaded area. The calcllated result
of such a change is to stiffen the smaller diameter section, thereby de-
creasing the bending in that portion. The calculated effect is to reduce
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the vibration amplitude in bearing 1 by 50 percent, in bearings 2 and 3 by
about 30 percent, and in bearing 4 only by a slight amount. The vibration
at the gear increases by about 50 percent. This modification should result
in a quieter gearbox, on the whole.

In Figure 11, an additional wall thickness of 0.15 inchi was added as shown,
along with a somewhat steeper taper to the larger diameter. Somewhat less
bending and lower vibration levels are achieved, but the marginal increase
is small compared to that gained by the first chnnge.

In Figure 12, additional material is added to the inner diameter beneath
bearings 2-4, in addition to the first two changes. Little, if any, addi-
tional benefit is gained.

In Figure 13, the-output bevel gear shaft is modified by the doubling of the
wall thickness in the area shown. A reduction of about 30 percent is
achieved in the vibration levels of the ball bearings, and a reduction of 50
percent is achieved in the lateral vibration of the small spur gear. Little
"if any change is noted at the bevel gear and roller bearing locations, while
a 30-percent vibration reduction is noted at the sun gear locatior. This
may be important in the reduction of sidebands which involve the bevel and
sun gear mesh frequencies.

The shading in Figure 14 shows the calculated effects of tripling the orig-
inal wall thickness. Again, some marginal improvements are noted.

Stiffening a shaft tends to increase its bending natural frequencies, in
general, while the addition of mass has the opposite effect. The net re-
sult achieved will depend upon the relationship of the critical frequencies
to the mesh frequency, and the relative importance of the stiffening com-
pared to the effect of the added mass.

Bearing Stiffness Modifications

Several options are available to the designer with respect to modifications
to the stiffness properties of the rolling element bearings. For instance,
changes may be made to all bearings together, or to individual bearings if

prior knowledge exists about the effects of such changes upon the bearing
dynamic forces. When the problem is approached analytically, it is in-
structive to first make equal percentage changes to all bearings, in order
to determine the effect of such changes upon the critical parameter, in
this case the bearing dynamic forces. For the input bevel gear shaft, cal-
culations were performed at both 50 percent and 200 percent of the nominal
values presented earlier. The bearing dynamic forces resulting from these
calculations are shown, together with the nominal values, in Figure 15.

Figure 15 shows that increases in the stiffnesses of bearings 1, 2, and 3
would result in lower dynamic forces, whereas the opposite is true for
bearing 4.
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Figure 8 shows that the shaft third critical frequency lies slightly above
the bevel gear mesh frequency. Thus, the increase in bearing stiffnesses
results generally in lower bearing dynamic forces because the third critical
frequency is chifted upward, away from the mesh frequency.

The Vertol drawings indicate a further bearing (or bearing support) stiff-
ness variation whiich should also be considered. On the input bevel gear
shaft, outer races of bearings 2 and 3 (the ball bearings) are positioned
axially with respect to the supporting structure by means of shoulders and
shims. Radial restraint, however, depends strongly upon the axial force
acting on the bearing and the coefficient of friction between the bearing
outer race and its support. For high axial thrust levels, the outer race
may be rather rigidly supported by the friction characteristics of the shoul-
der and shims, and the effective stiffness will be that of the bearing it-
self. For lower axial forces, however, relative motion may occur between
the outer race and the shim, resulting in very low radial stiffnesses for
bearings 2 and 3.

The further sets of calculations were made in order to investigate the
effects of substantial reductions in the stiffnesses of bearings 2 and 3.
In the first of these, the stiffnesses of bearings 2 and 3 were reduced to
50 percent of the nominal values reported earlier. In the second, the
stiffness effects of bearings 2 and 3 were removed completely.

The results of these two sets of calculations are shown in Figures 16 and
17 respectively. These figures should be compared to Figure 8, in order to

*! assess the effects of these bearing changes. In Figure 16, it may be seen
that while the apparent severity of the third critical frequency has de-
creased, the critical frequency has shifted downward precisely into the
middle of the bevel gear mesh frequency range. The critical frequency at
about 1500 Hz has apparently experienced little change in either peak fre-
quency or severity.

Figure 17, which shows the results of calculations with zero stiffness for
bearings 2 and 3, indicates a further drop to about 3100 Hz for the third
critical frequency, somewhat below the bevel mesh frequency range. Two
distinct force peaks were noted near the second critical frequency between
1000 and 1500 Hz.

While it is difficult to estimate values of the radial stiffness which
would be experienced during actual operation for bearings 2 and 3, it is
very likely that they will generally be less than the nominal values dis-
cussed earlier. It is also likely that they will vary as the input shaft
thrust load varies; that is, with variations in the levels of power which
are transmitted to the rotor. Assuming an operating condition which results
in the third critical frequency below the mesh frequency, as a result of
lower radial support stiffness at bearings 2 and 3, then increased power
levels would tend to stiffen the system by stiffening bearing 2 and 3

j supports, and would raise the critical frequency into the mesh frequency
range. This would result in higher dynamic force levels, and thus higher
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noise levels at the bevel mesh frequency. Further increases in power level
would tend to further stiffen the system, pushing the critical frequency
past the mesh frequency, resulting in lower dynamic force levels, and thus
noise levels, at that frequency.

Thus, some of the apparently conflicting observations on the effects of
certain aircraft operating parameters upon noise level may be
explained.

A design which permits this apparent degree of variability of a critical
frequency, particularly one so close to an important mesh frequency,
should be modified to place the critical frequency 10 percent to 15 percent
above the upper limit of the mesh frequency range. This may be accomplished
by radially stiffening the thrust bearing supports, for instance.

Shaft Material Modifications

Modifications of this type should be considered as viable methods for
altering the dynamic behavior of shaft-bearing systems of the type found in
the CH-41 gearbox. In such a modification, the ratio of Young's modulus to
material density is an important factor to consider. Higher ratios of
these properties generally result in higher shaft natural frequencies, and
thus a reduced tendency for the shaft to operate in or near a bending
regime. Such an effect could be important for both input and output bevel
gear shafts in the CH-47. The effects of modifications such as this are
illustrated in a later section which deals with the UH-ID output bevel gear
shaft. These very striking changes in vibration amplitude may be achieved
by changing the shaft material from steel to titanium, for instance.

Damping Modifications

The addition of damping is another method which is often proposed for the
reduction of vibration levels. This approach is certainly feasible to con-Psider for the reduction of acoustic-frequency vibration amplitudes as well.

The criterion for successful use of a dampe.: is that the body or surface to
be damped must vibrate with high velocity. Wheit such is the case, then
viscous dampers can generate high forces to opp,)se the motion, thereby
reducing the vibration energy of the body or sucface.

Maximum vibration velocity (assuming simple harmonic motion or circular
motion with the vibration measured &long a single axis) is given by the
product aa, where a is the peak amplitude and o is the frequency of vibra-
tion. For rotational-frequency vibrations, amplitudes on the order of
0.002 inch to 0.010 inch are common in general, and frequencies are on the
order of 200 Hz (approximately 1200 rad/sec). Thus, values of vibration
velocities of 2.5 to 12.0 in./sec are typical.

For acoustic-frequency vibrations, on the other hand, amplitudes on the
order of 0.0001 or lower may be common at frequencies on the order of
3000 Hz (approximately 18000 red/sec). Typical vibration velocities will
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be on the order of 1.8 in./sec or lower. To be effective in reducing

acoustic-freruency vibrations, therefore, dampers would have to possess
from two to ten tir'tsa the amount of damping normally available in typical
low-frequency dampers.

The use of a damper was investigated for the CH-47 input bevel gear shaft
in order to determii.? how much acoustic-frequency vib-ation could be re-
duced. A damper having a damping constant which was varied over the range
0.01 to 100 lb-sec/in, was positioned for calculation purposes between the
input bevel gear shaft and the casing at the bevel gear location. Changes
of only about three percent or less were observed in the bearing dynamic
force levels, indicating that damping would not be effective in this loca-
tion. The vibration mode shape observed in Figure 6 indicates that damping
in the area of the thrust ball bearings or near the coupling pin might be
more effective. The generally low overall vibration levels shown in Figure
6, however, indicate that damping aty not be an important mechanism for the
reduction of vibration and noise levels due to this particular shaft.

Summary of Results of Modifications

The potential usefulness of several system modifications for the reduction
of acoustic-frequency vibrations has been demonstiated in the foregoing
sections by means of digital computer dynamic simulation. In each case,
the dynamic behavior of the modified shaft bearing system has been compared
to the nominal behavior of that component, using as a basis for comparison
the levels of both vibration amplitude and bearing dynamic force.

This type of information may be used in two ways:

1. It can be used, together with carefully conducted and documented
test cell measurements, to confirm the regimes of operation of the
gearbox interior shafts (bending versus rigid-body, for instance).
Good correlation between calculated and measured mode shapes and
levels of vibration provides a good indication of the relative
import3nce of the several paths by which acoustic-frequency energy
reaches the ear.

2. It can also be used to evaluate the usefulness of proposed gearbov
modifications. It is far less costly to calculat:e the dynamic be-
havior of modified gearbox components than to build them and eval-
uate their performance in the test cell.

It is instructive to compare the modifications considered in this section
with respect to the effective noise reduction, in db, which each could] theoretically achieve. This comparison may be made by examining the

J_ changes in bearing dynamic forces which result from each modification.
Under the assumption that the gearbox casing is relatively rigid compared
to the bearing radial stiffness values, the dynamic forces were calculated
for both the nominal and modified configurations.
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Even though the casing is relatively rigid, it will undergo some vibration,
probably of very low amplitude (the vibration which produces the noise
generated by the casing). The levels of Lhis vibration will be proportional
to the bearing dynamic forces, assuming no local casing structural reso-
nances. Hence, changes in dynamic force levels may be utilized to indicate
changes in vibration amplitude, and thus in generated noise level.

Since the bearing dynamic forces act on a relatively small part of the
casing (particularly in the case of the input bevel Sear shaft) at the
same frequency and in the same phase relationship to each other, it is
convenient to sum their amplitudes, and to take the resulting number as
an equivalent dynamic force acting on the inside of the casing. The
changes in this equivalent force are then representative of noise level
changes, which may be expressed by the relationship

! Equivalent Noise j (new bearing dynamic force)

Level Change(db) 2(original bearing dynamic force) (i)

The changes, expressed in this form, are shown in Table III for the several
shaft-bearing system modifications discussed below.

While it appears that several physical changes to the drive train may be
beneficial from the standpoint of noise reduction ( and increased
bearing lifetimes), these changes are only-representative of many which may
prove usable. There are very likely other shaft configurations, for ex-
ample one which has very thick walls or one which carries solid sections at
either end, which exhibit even greater noise-reduction capacities. The
key is to place the vibration nodes precisely at the bearing loca-
tions, a condition which requires the examination of the results of vibra-
tion calculations for a sequence of trial design configurations. Such
changes must ultimately be evaluated by a competent gearbox designer, who
must be concerned with their implementation from the standpoints of practi-
cality and safe operation.

18
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OUTPUT TO ROTOR

SECOND ( UPPER)
PLANETARY REDUCTION

PLANETARY REDUCTION

RING-GEAR CASING

INPUT FROM DRIVE SHAFT

B,• • •INPUT SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR SHAFT

OUTPUT SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR SHAFT

Figure 1. CH-I'7 Forward Rotor-Drive Gearbox Bevel
Gear Shaft-Bearing System.
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BEARING DYNAMIC FORCE BEARING BEARING
NO. 7 APPLICATION POINT NO. 6 NO. 5

23456 7 8 9M012 13 14 15 18 17 1819 2021 22 23

.... . I

SHAFT DYNAMIC MODEL STATIONS

Figure 3. CH-47 Output Bevel Gear Shaft
Dynamic Modeling Details.
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Figure 7. Calculated Vibration Amplitudes for CH-47 Nominal
Configuration Output Bevel Gear Shaft.
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Figure 9. Calculated Dynamic Force Levels at Indicated Bearings

With Constant Value Gear-Tooth Exciting Force for

CH-47 Output Bevel Gear Shaft.
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Figure 13. CH-47 Output Bevel Gear Shaft Vibration
Amplitudes for Nominal and Modified

Configurations.
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DYNAMIC FORCES IN UH-ID
MAIN ROTOR-DRIVE GEARBOX BEVEL-GEAR SHAFT BEARINGS

ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARING RADIAL STIFFNESS CALCULATION

As in the CH-47.study, the first, quantities required for the lateral vibra-
tions analysis are the actual stiffnesses of the elements which support the

V. vibrating system relative to the fixed reference plane. These calculations
have been made for the bearings supporting both the input and output bevel
gear shafts in the UH-ID main rotor-drive gearbox. For the purposes of the
analysis, coordinate axes were assigned as follows:

x-axis y-axis z-axis

• Input Shaft Horizontal (Fore- Vertical (Perp. Horizontal (Perp.
Aft, Along Shaft) to Shaft) Positive to Shaft) Positive
Positive Forward Down to Port Side

Output Shaft Vertical (Along Horizontal (Fore- Horizontal (Perp.
Shaft) Positive Aft, Perp. to to Shaft and y-
Upward Shaft) Positive axis) Positive

Forward to'Port Side
Simple calculations indicated, as in the CH-47 gearbox, that the casing

rolling-element support structure was reasonably rigid compared to antic-
ipated bearing radial stiffness values. Consequently, the assumption was
again made that bearing support stiffness could be neglected and that the
radial stiffness of the bearings was the controlling stiffness. Such an
assumption is not valid in general, however, and the gearbox de-
signer is again cautioned to obtain guidance in this area prior to under-
taking calculations of this type. (The opposite is true for turbine
engines, for instance, where the bearing supports are usually quite
soft compared to the bearings themselves. This situation exists be-
cause the internal forces in turbine engines are usually much lower than
those in helicopter gearboxes.)

For the analyses, the following aircraft operating parameters were assumed:

Aircraft Flight Condition Hover
Main Rotor Gearbox Horsepower 1260
Gearbox IrLput Shaft Speed 6600 rpm
Bevel Gear Tangential Drive Force 4320 lb

Under these operating characteristics, the steady-state forces (sign con-
vention is with respect to the axes previously described) acting on the
bevel gears are as follows:

F (lb) F (lb) F (lb)
S'. S'v s~z

Input Bevel Gear -3540 430 4320
Output Bevel Gear - 430 3540 -4320
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U4iliz ng these values, the shaft dimensions and their tolerances, and the
ball aid roller bearing dimensions and'their tolerances, the following
radial itiffness values were calculated by means of a compIuter program
developed by Mr. A.B. Jones, Newington, Connecticut, ConsuJltant to MTI, for
the bevel gear shaft bearings (bearings are numbered in the direction of
power flow, and this numbering will be maintained thrjughout this study):

Kx K

Bearng Shaft (lb/in. x 10 6) (lb/in. x 107)

1 Input 3.57 2.97
2 Input 5.96 4.95
3 Input 8.93 7.66
4 Input 3.11 2.95
5 Output 5.62 2.86
6 Output 4.89 5.78
7 Output 3.96 4.70

BEVEL GEAR SHAFT LATE L NATURAL FREQUENCIES

Bell Helicopter Company assembly drawing 205-040-001, Transmission Assembly,
Mechanical, Reducer Type, Main, and subordinate drawings were used to model
the input and output bevel gear shafts. Figures 18 and 19 shox details of
the analytical modeling which was perfurned for the vibration a"alysis.

Tables TV and V present details of the dimensions and other shaft properties
used in the analysis.

Following discussions with technical personnel at the Bell Helicopter
Compan;, the model shown in Figure 18 was revised to include the mass and,
moment of inertia associated with that portion of the engine-to-gearbox
Scoupling hardware in contapt with the input shaft. The net effect of this
mass and moment of inertia is to restrict the motion of the coupling end of
the shaft, both laterally and about a Oiameter. The improved shaft model
was used for all subsequent calculations.

The first step in a shaft lateral vibrations analysis should be the con-
struction of a ,atural frequency map [5] on which are plotted the natural
frequencies of the shaft-bearing system. Such a map shows the regime in
which a particular shaft-bearing arrangement is operating, through com-
parison of the natural frequencies to each other and to the exciting fre-
quency (in this case the mesh frequency). It also showý the b~havior of
the natural frequencies with respect to bearing stiffness, a characteristic
which will become important during later stages in the analysis.

Natural frequency galculations were peiformed for the UH-lD gearbox input
and output bevel gdar shafts in the same manner as for the CH-47. Varying
assumed bearing stiffness from 105 to 107 (all bearings assume' equal)
yields the natural frequency maps shown in Figures 20 and 21 f r the input
and output bevel shafts, respectively. The vertical linep (bearing stiff-
"ness is typically insensitive to vibration frequency changes at constant
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11• speed) represent the calculated bearing stiffnesses discussed earlier.

Figure 20 gives the following general information:

J 1. The input bevel gear shaft is being forced at the bevel mesh fre-
quency very nearly at its second natural frequency. As the speed
of the shaft increases, during run up, the input bevel gear shaft
will probably pass through one natural frequency which will be of
the rigid-body vibration type. (The first two critical frequenc es
are very nearly straight lines between 6.iffnesses of 105 and 10

lb/in., and thus are almost directly dependent on bearing stiffness,
a characteristic of a rigid-body critical.) It should be noted

* that the map's vertical axis is vibration frequency, rather than
shaft speed. The bearing radial stiffnesses would not, in general,
be straight vertical lines on a speed versus stiffness map.

2. Bearing radial stiffnesses lower than those calculated and shown in
Figure 20 will result in a lower value for the second critical fre-
quency (decreases to the left with lower stiffness), and thus a
separation between it and the mesh frequency.

When the above calculations are repeated with the radial bearing stiffness
values as calculated (rather than assumed equal) in the vertical and
horizontal directions separately, the following natural frequencies are
obtained:

h First Critical Second Critical

Radial Stiffnesses (cpm (0z)) (cpm (Hz))

Vertical (y-axis) 88,000 (1470) 176,000 (2940)
Horizontal (z-axis) 83,000 (1380) 167,000 (2780)

Figure 21 gives the following information:

1. The output bevel gear shaft is being forced at the bevel mesh fre-
f quency at or only slightly below its second natural frequency. As

the speed of the shaft increases, it will thus pass through one
I- natural frequency, which will probably be a rigid-body vibration

type. The discussion for the input shaft applies here as well.

2. Bearing radial stiffnesses lower than those calculated and shown
in Figure 21 will result in a lower value for the second critical
frequency, and thus increased separation between it and the mesh
frequency.

When the above calculations are repeated with the radial bearing stiff-
nesses as calculated (rather than assumed equal) in the fore-aft and
horizontal directions separately, the following natural frequencies are
obtained:
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First Critical Second Critical
Radial Stiffnesses (cpm -(Hz)) (cpm (Hz))

Fore-Aft (y-axis) 98,200 (1635) 230,0U0 (3830)
Horizontal (z-axis) 95,000 (1580) 187,000 (3120)

The fact that the bearing radial st!.ffnesses are closer together in Figure
21 for the output shaft than in Figure 20 for the input shaft means that
the results shown in Figure 21 are again somewhat easier to interpret than
those in Figure 20. Both clearly indicate that the two shafts are operating
in close proximity to their second critical frequencies, with the input
shaft undergoing rigid-body-type vibrations and the output shaft possibly
experiencing some bending.

LATERAL RESPONSE OF SHAFTS TO GEAR-MESH-INDUCED TOOTH FORCES

The results presented in Figures 20 and 21 show that both bevel gear shafts
are operating with the bevel gear mesh frequeocy in close proximity to
their second critical frequency. This portion of the analysis, which in-
cludes bearing radial stiffnesses along both the y and z axes, as well as
the dynamic forces calculated in [2], is again designed to indicate more
exactly the relationship between system critical frequencies and the mesh
frequency. Vibration amplitudes, together with the levels of the dynamic
forces transmitted across the rolling element bearings (and which are pri-
mary indicators of the levels of certain noise components), will also be
obtained.

From [1], the dynamic forces (peak values) acting at the bevel gear mesh
point at the mesh frequency are as follows:

db F(lb)

Input Bevel Gear 91 910
Output Bevel Gear 746 910

When these dynamic forces are applied at the bevel gear mesh frequency of
3190 Hz (equivalent to 330 rpm rotor speed),the input and output shafts
vibrate (at 3190 Hz) in the mode shapes shown in Figures 22 and 23,
respectively.

With respect to the input bevel. gear shaft, Figure 22 shows several very
important items:

1. The little bending that the shaft experiences occurs in the region
between the roller bea-sing and the bevel gear.

2. In general, the levels of vibration are low to medium, being on the
order of 0.4 x 10-3 inch or less. 6With calcu ated bearing radial
stiffnesses on the order of 3 x 10 to 9 x 10 lb/in., therefore,
dynamic forces on the order of 1000 pounds for bearing 4 (the
roller bearing) to 350 pounds for the ball bearings are indicated.
If forces of these magnitudes are transmitted directly to the gear-
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box casing, measurable casing vibrations at the bevel mesh fre-
quency are likely to occur, resulting in the production of noise
at this frequency.

3. The roller bearing experiences about twice the vibration amplitudes
of the ball bearings. The inner bhll bearing experiences about
twice the amplitude of the outer ball bearing.

4. Approximately the same amount of lateral vibration motion is pre-
dicted for the bevel teeth as for the roller bearing. A node is
predicted, on the other hand, near the axial location of the in-
board ball bearing of the overrunning clutch.

With respect to the output bevel gear shaft, Figure 23 shows several
important items:

I. The shaft is experiencing bending, and since the vibrations are
"not at the rotational speed, it is flexing.

2. In general, She vibration levels are reasonably low, on the order
of 0.2 x 10" inch. With bearing radial stiffnesses on the order
of 3 x 10 to 6 x 106 lb/in., however, dynamic forces on the
order of 900 lb are indicated for the roller bearing, and on the
order of 250 lb for the ball bearings. Again, transmission of
forces of this magnitude to the gearbox casing would appear
likely to result in measurable casing vibration levels at this
frequency.

3. The duplex ball bearings (numbers 6 and 7) experience somewhatt lower vibration levels than the roller bearing (number 5).

4. The sun gear (upper end of the output bevel gear shaft) experi-
ences considerably more lateral vibration than that part of the
shaft supported by the roller bearings. It may be anticipated,
therefore, that vibration side bands might be found at fre-
quencies equal to the bevel mesh frequency plus and minus the
lower planetary sun planet mesh frequency, that is, at 3190 +
1982 = 1208, 5172 Hz.

In the effort to demonstrate the relationship of the shaft lateral natural
frequencies to the bevel gear mesh frequency, the response calculations
described above were repeated at other frequencies, while keeping the shaft
rotational speed constant. Bearing stiffnesses and exciting forces were
kept constant. This latter assumption is adequate with regard to the
bearing properties. There is, of course, a strong likelihood that the
dynamic forces would be different at any other frequency if there was a
source of excitation at each frequency considered. The vibration
amplitudes and forces are therefore strictly correct (analytically) at
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the bevel mesh frequency of 3190 Hz. The utility of such a frequency sweep
is that it immediately identifies the location of system critical fre-
quencies (through locations of force and amplitude peaks) and it gives an
indication of the relative severity of each critical frequency should a
source of vibration be present at that frequency. Figures 24 and 25 pre-
sent the results of frequ(:ncy sweeps for the UH-iD input and output bevel
gear shafts, respectively.

With respect to the input shaft, Figure 24 shows several important results:

1. There is a significant peak in the bearing transmitted forces for
all four bearings very close to the normal operating range of the
bevel gear mesh frequency. This peak probably corresponds to the
second critical frequency identified in Figure 20.

2. There is a smaller but still significant transmitted force peak
near 1300 Hz, which also happens to be approximately the second
harmonic of the upper planetary mesh frequency. Thus, excitations
from that source must be considered as a potential means for
exciting what appears to be the shaft's first critical frequency.

3. There is apparently a third critical frequency at about 5800 Hz,
which is considerably above the second critical frequency iden-
tified in Figure 20.

4. The calculated bearing dynamic force levels at the bevel gear mesh
frequency (3190 Hz) are on the order of 400 to 1800 lb peak.

While very high dynamic forces are shown in Figures 24 and 25, this is cal-
culated data which assumes both rigid supports and no damping. Both flexi-
ble supports and the presence of damping would obviously act to reduce
these force levels. Of prime concern is the location of the second criti-
cal frequency peak relative to the mesh frequency. Figure 20 indicates
that this peak is very nearly at the mesh frequency, while Figure 24 in-
dicates that the peak is slightly below the mesh frequency.

It is felt to be very likely that the actual supporting structure will
exhibit lower stiffness than those levels assumed for these calculations,
and that the mesh frequency will therefore very likely be above the second
critical frequency in actual operation. The effects of changes to various
bearing stiffness properties will be explored in the next section. With
the anticipated location of the force peak below the mesh frequency, it is
likely that the bevel gear noise component will intensify at slightly lower
gearbox shaft speeds.

Figure 25 also exhibits several interesting results:

1. A force peak is found at or slightly above the bevel mesh fre-
quency. This peak apparently corresponds to the second system
critical frequency shown in Figure 21.
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I
2. There are distinct critical frequencies at about 1400 to 1500 Hzr 2. (84,000 to 90,000 cpm) and 1800 Hz (108,000 cpm), which appear to

correspond to the first critical frequency, as shown in Figure 21.
The appearance of several force peaks is apparently due to different
bearing stiffnesses in the horizontal and vertical directions.

3. The bearing dynamic forces at the bevel gear mesh frequency (3190
Hz) are on the order of 250 to 1000 lb peak.

The comments made earlier relative to the calculated peak values and the
likelihood of their attenuation by increased support flexibility and damping
apply here as well.

SHAFT-BEARING MODIFICATIONS FOR VIBRATION AND NOISE REDUCTION

While it is impossible under this investigation to consider each of the
many system modifications which could be used to reduce UH-lD bevel gear
shaft vibration, and therefore noise levels, it is both instructive
and useful to demonstrate the types of modifications which should be con-
sidered. The ease of considering these modifications first analytically,
before proceeding to the test cell, will again become apparent as the range
of modifications is e~plored.

The relative cost savings which may be achieved by ruling out marginal
changes prior to testing will also become obvious. In each modification,
as in the CH-47 studies, the criteria against which the modification will
be judged are the relative reductions in shaft-to-bearing vibration
amplitude, and thus in bearing transmitted force, compared to the nomi-
nally calculated vibration amplitudes (recall that bearing amplitude and

force are proportional).

Structural Changes to the Shafts

Several changes to noncritical (i.e, inner or nonbearing surface) diam-
eters were made to demonstrate the reduction in shaft vibration amplitudes
which can be achieved by stiffening or selectively increasing the mass of
the bevel gear shafts. Figure 26 shows the results of a change to the in-put bevel gear shaft, while Figures 27 and 28 present results for the out-put bevel gear shaft.

In Figure 26, an additional wall thickness was added to the inboard end of
the input shaft, as indicated by the shaded area,. The calculated result
of this change is to decrease the vibration levels undergone by the gear
and bearings by about 15 percent, with the vibration node location re-
maining fixed near the axial location of the inboard clutch ball bearing.
This modification should result in lower levels of noise at the bevel mesh
frequency, should reduce bevel gear tooth wear (if any) and should increase
bearing lifetimes.

In Figure 27, an additional wall thickness was added in order to
stiffen the shaft in the neighborhood of the gear mounting disc. Less
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bending and generally lower vibration levels are achieved, with ball bearing
vibration levels reduced by about 15 percent, sun gear vibraticn levels re-
duced by about 30 percent, and roller bearing vibration levels reduced by
about 60 percent.

In Figure 28, additional material is added to the outer diameter,
in addition to the first change shown in Figure 27. Little, if any, addi-

tional benefit is gained with respect to vibration levels at the sun gear,
ball bearing, and gear locations, but roller bearing vibration levels are
reduced to about 32 percent of the original value.

From these results, it appears that significant reductions in shaft vibra-
tion levels may be achieved through reasonable and carefully calculated
shaft configuration changes.

Stiffening a shaft tends to increase its bending natural frequencies, in
general, while the addition of mass has the opposite effect. The net re-
sult achieved will depend upon the relationship of the critical frequencies
to the mesh frequency, and the relative importance of the stiffening com-
pared to the effect of the added mass.

Bearing Stiffness Modifications

Several options are available to the designer with respect to modifications
to the stiffness properties of the rolling element bearings. Changes may
be made to all bearings together, or to individual bearings if prior know-
ledge exists about the effects of such changes upon the bearing dynamic
forces. It is again instructive to first make equal percentage changes to
all bearings in order to determine the effects of such changes upon the
critical parameter (the bearing dynamic forces). This was done for the
UH-ID input bevel gear shaft, with calculations performed at both 50 per-
cent aud 200 percent of the nominal values presented earlier. The bearing
"dynamic forces resulting from these calculations are shown, together with
the nominal values, in Figure 29. The resulting vibration levels and mode
shapes are shown in Figure 30 for comparison with the nominal values.

Figure 29 shows that increases in the stiffnesses of all the bearings
p would result in slightly lower dynamic forces. Figure 24 shows that

the shaft's second critical frequency is predicted to be slightly
below the bevel gear mesh frequency. The increase in bearing stiffnesses
results in lower bearing dynamic forces because the second critical fre-
quency is shifted upward, apparently slightly above the mesh frequency.
Although Figure 29 shows that the largest calculated bearing dynamic forces
occur at the nominal values of bearing stiffness, there is very likely a
peak in the forces between the nominal and twice nominal values of stiff-
ness. The major information gained from this stage of the analysis,
however, is that there is apparently a shaft resonance at a frequency only

r slightly below the bevel mesh frequency.

While it is difficult to determine exact values of the radial stiffnesses
which would be experienced during actual operation of the input and output
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bevel gear shaft rolling-element bearings, it is very likely that they will

be less than the nominal values discussed earlier. It is also likely that
they will vary with operating parameters, such as the input shaft thrust
load, which will vary with the level of power which is transmitted to the
rotor. While perhaps time consuming, a dynamics anaijsis which considers
the effects of changes in assembly fits or in operating parameters is
feasible and should be considered as part of future design procedures.
Only through such a study can the complex system vibration characteristics
be understood and allowed for. Thus, some of the apparently conflicting
observations on the effects of certain aircraft operating parameters such
as rotor speed and power setting upon noise level may be explained.

A design which contains a shaft critical frequency so close to an important
mesh frequency should be modified to place the critical frequency 25 per-
cent to 30 percent below the lower limit of the mesh frequency range. This
may be accomplished by radially softening the bearing supports, for in-
stance. Properly designed, such a modification could result in lower vibra-
tion and noise levels, through avoidance of a resonance, rather than higher
levels, which are usually associated with a softer system.

Shaft Material Modifications

While changes to basic shaft geometry _o bearing stiffness characteris-
tics are important methods which m p- . usable for decreasing noise and
acoustic-frequency vibration levels, modifications to the shaft material
should be considered for completeness. Such changes were considered for
the UH-lD output bevel gear shaft, both separately and in combination with
geometry changes.

Figure 31 shows the vibration mode shapes for both the nominal output bevel
gear shaft (6470 s, eel) and for the same shaft fabricated from titanium
(designation Cl30AM) haying a Young's modulus of 15.5 x 106 lb/in. 2 and a
density of 0.163 ib/in. . There is a considerable reduction in vibration
amplitude predicted at the roller bearing and sun gear locations, little
change at the ball bearing locations, and a definite increase at the bevel
gear location. Figure 32 presents similar results for titanium material
together with the modified geometry shown in Figure 28. It is not intended
to specify a particular material for future designs, but rather to illus-
trate the magnitude of the benefitf which may be achieved through use of a
material with higher Young's modulus and lower density.

Damping Modifications

The addition of damping can sometimes be used to reduce vibration levels.
This approach is certainly feasible to consider for the reduction of
acoustic-frequency vibration amplitudes in the UH-lD. The background dis-
cussion of system damping presented in the section dealing with the CH-47
applies here as well.
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The use of a radial viscous damper was investigated for the UH-ID input
bevel gear shaft in order to illustrate the amount of acoustic-frequency
vibration reduction which could be achieved by this method. A damper
having a damping constant of 100 lb-sec/in, was positioned for calculation
purposes at bearing 4 (the roller bearing). The resulting shaft mode shape
and vibration amplitudes in Figure 33 show vibration reductions of about

* 28 percent.

Summary of Results of Modifications

The potential usefulness of several system modifications for the reduction
of acoustic-frequency vibrations has been demonstrated in the foregoing
sections by means of digital computer dynamic simulation. In each case,
the dynamic behavior of the modified shaft/bearing system has been compared
to the nominal behavior of that component, using as a basis for comparison

J the levels of both vibration amplitude and bearing dynamic force.

There are two ways in which this type of information may be used for the
UH-lD:

1. It can be used, tngether with carefully conducted and documented
test cell measu-.ements, to confirm the regimes of operation of the
gearbox interior shafts (bending versus rigid-body, for instance).

3 Good correlation between calculated and measured mode shapes and
levels of vibration provides a good indication of the relative
importance of the several paths by which acoustic-frequency energy
reaches the ear.

2. It can also be used to evaluate the usefulness of proposed gearbox
modifications. It is far less costly to calculate the dynamic be-
havior of modified gearbox components than to build them and
evaluate their performance in the test cell.

It is instructive to compare the modifications considered for the UH-ID
with respect to the effective noise reduction, in db, which each could
theoretically achieve. This comparison may be made by examining the
changes in bearing dynamic forces which result from each modification. The
assumption was made that the gearbox casing is relatively rigid compared to
the bearing radial stiffness values, and the dynamic forcea were calculated
for both the nominal and modified configurations.

For the UH-ID as for the CH-47, even though the gearbox casing is relatively
rigid, it will undergo some vibration, probably of very low amplitude (the
vibration which produces the noise generated by the casing). The levels
of this vibration will again be proportional to the bearing dynamic forces,
assuming no lot " casing structural resonances. Hence, changes in dynamic
force levels nu )e used to indicate changes in vibration amplitude, and
thus in the levei of certain noise components.

Since the bearing dynamic forces act on a relatively small part of the

casing (particularly in the case of the input bevel gear shaft) at the
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same frequency and in the same phase relationship to each other, it is con-
venient to sum their amplitudes and to take the resulting number as an
equivalent dynamic force acting on the inside of the casing. The changes
in this equivalent force are then representative of noise level changes,
which may be expressed by Equation (1). The noise changes calculated by
Equation (1) are shown in Table VI for the several shaft-bearing system
modifications discussed above.I Several physical changes to the drive train may be beneficial from the
standpoint of reducing the levels of certain noise components (not to men-
tion increased bearing lifetime). However, these changes are only represen-
tative of many which may prove usable. There are very likely others which
will yield even greater noise reductions. The optimum can only be determined
through a systematic study. Such changes must ultimately be evaluated by a

4 competent gearbox designer, who must be concerned with their implementation
from the standpoints of practicality and safe operation.
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Figure 24. Calculated Dynamic Force Levels at Indicated Bearings
With Constant Value Gear-Tooth Exciting Force for
UH-1D Input Bevel Gear Shaft.
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Figure 25, Calculated Dynamic Force Levels at Indicated Bearings
With Constant Value Gear-Tooth Exciting Force for
UH-ID Output Bevel Gear Shaft.
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Figure 29. Effect of Bearing Stiffness Variations on Bearing
Dynamic Forces for UH-ID Rotor-Drive Gearbox
Input Bevel Gear Shaft - Stiffnesses Varied
in Proportion to Each Other.
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Figure 30. Calculated Vibration Amplitudes for UH-lD
"I- Input Bevel Gear Shaft for Nominal and

Modified Bearing Stiffnesses.
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BEARING DYNAMIC FORCE BEARING BEARING BEARING
NO. 4 APPLICATION POINT NO. 3 NO. 2 NO. I
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Figure 33. Calculated Vibration Amplitudes for UH-lD
Input Bevel Gear Shaft for Nominal
Configuration and With Damping.
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DYNOAIC BEHAVIOR OF CH-47 FORWARD ROTOR-DRIVE
GEARBOX RING-GEAR ,STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTION

In an inveskigation of helicopter transmission noise, special atten tion
should alaýas be given to elements with large surface areas and on whic&
dynamic excitations such .s tear forces ;may be acdting. These elements,
vibrating at the frequencies of the dynamic excitations, can become very
effective noise generators.

The ring-gear casings of both the UH-ID and the CH-47 helicopter rotor-
drive gearboxes satisfy;the above criteria as potential noise generators:
they have re]atively large areas, and are acted upon by the dynamic tooth
forces of the upper and lower planetary gears. The ring-gear casings are
therefore important items for 6tudy in a noise-reduction investigation.

The results of these studies are presented in two parts. The first con-
siders the CH-47 helicopter ring-gear casing, and the second the UH-lD
helicopter ring-gear casing. Each •art considers the following:

1. The natural frequencies of various ring-gear casing vibration
modes are obtained and tabulated. They are compared with the
fundamental frequencies of the upper and low.r planetary gear
meshing and their higher harmonics.

2. The dynamic tooth fcrces reported in [1] and '.2] are taken as in-
puts in the present program. These dynamic forces, decomposed in-
to Fourier components in the circumferential direction, may be
used in a shell vibration response computer program to compute the
dynamic response of the ribg-gear casing to each separite Fourier

component at each planet-to-ring-gear mesh point. The total dy-
namic response of the casing is then obtained by superimposing
the individual responses with appropriate spatial and temporal
phase relationships. From the results of the dynamic response
analysis, the acoustic power generated by the vibrating ring-gear
casing is calculated. This acoustic power is a direct indication
of the noise emitted from a vibrating body.

3. The ring-gear casing is then modified in an effort to reduce ti •
emitted noise. The acoustic power of the modified casing is ca.
culated and compared with the existing casing to demonstrate the
effectivcness of the modifications.

NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF CH-47 RING-GBAR CASING

The rirg-ggar casing of the CH-47 helicopter was modeled as shown in Figure
34 for the dynamic analysis. The casing wns considered as a composite cy-
lindrical shell with variable chickness. The following assumptions have
been made:
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1. The two edges of the casing are "simply supported", i.e., they
are restrained froz linear translation in all directions but are
free to raottea-.:=• their circumferences.

2. The gear teetr do cot contribute any significant bending strength
in the circz=ferential direction, and they are neglected for tee
dyryAmic anzlysia.

Alhk3 the c-asi~g is axially symmetric with respect to its centerline,
the rnat.ral m'e-! cf vibration nay or may not be axisymmetric. For exam-
Fle, c-e possible circ-.mferential code, depicted in Figure 35, is that
nmode shape in ubicb the amplituce repeats itself twice for each complete
revolution. It is therefore convenient to define a circumferential wave
number "n" to denote the number of waves in the circumferential direction.
For the nde shown in Figure JS, n=2.

For the case in which n=O, the mode shape is uniform in the
circumferential direction. This mode is commonly known as "hoop mode"
because it tesembles the situation of the hoop stress in a circular ring.

At a particular circumferential wave number, the casing may vibrate in
different axial modes. Two axial mode shapes are schematically shown in
Figure 36. In both modes, the two edges have zero displacements, which is
consistent with the imposed bojndary condition that they are "simply
supported".

The natural frequencies of the CH-47 ring-gear casing were obtained by
using an MTI computer program capable of solving axisymmetrical, composite,
thin shells. Only the shell structure has to be axisymmetrical; the mode
shapes can be axially nonsymmetrical (the n=2 mode, for example). The
CH-47 ring-gear casing, consisting of cylindrical shells of variable thick-
aess,is particularly suitable for solution by this computer program.

The natural frequencies of the CH-47 ring-gear casing are tabulated in Table
VII for different circumferential wave numbers and axial mode shapes. They
are also shown diagrammatically in Figure 37, together with the gear mesh
frequencies. The natural frequency of the first axial mode with nz-0 is very
close to the third harmonic of the lower planetary mesh frequency. This
could cause the casing to have a relatively large dynamic response at the
lower planetary third harmonic frequency. A modified configuration with
increased wall thickness near the center section will be investigated in a
later section. The third axial mode was not surveyed because the fre-
quencies were too high (above 15,000 Hz range) to be of interest in the
present gearbox study.

The natural f£-quen.i.es obtained so far were calculated with the assump-
SV tion that the casing edges are simply supported. In an effort to under-

stand the dynamic behavior of the CH-47 ring-gear casing, two more sets
of end conditions were used to obtain the natural frequencies:

A,6
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TABLE VII. NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF CH-47
RING-GEAR CASING (Hz)

First Second
Circumferential Axial Axial
Wave Number n Mode Mode

0 4350 13,500
4 5220 14,300

6 6350 15,450

8 7650 16,500

12 10,91;0 19,800

16 14,800 Not Calculated
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1. Both edges built in (i.e., clamped)
2. Both edges free (i.e., ring gear separated from rest of gearbox)

The results of this natural frequency survey with different end conditions
are summarized in Figure 38, which illustrates the effects of the shell end
conditions on shell natural frequencies. The three locations on the
abscissa indicate, in the order of increasing end structural constraint,
free-free, both ends simply supported, and both ends built in. For the
first axial mode with the circumferential mode number n=0, the casing natu-
ral frequency has a value of 2550 Hz when both ends are free, which in-
creases to 4300 Hz when both ends are simply supported and to 12,400 Hz
when both ends are built in. Therefore, the end conditions of the ring-
gear casing are significant in calculating the natural frequencies. The
simply supported end conditions appear to be a reasonably good compromise
for the present analysis. The edges of the ring-gear casing will be assumed
simply supported for dynamic analysis.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF CH-47.RING-GEAR CASING

The CH-47 ring-gear casing model shown in Figure 34 was also used as the
model for the dynamic response analysis. The casing was again assumed to
be "simply supported" at both ends. Dynamic forces of the upper and lower
planetary gears were considered to be acting on the casing at their respec-
tive fundamental frequencies and their harmonics. Since these dynamic
forces are at different frequencies (for example, the lower planetary
fundamental is at 1482 Hz and the upper planetary fundamental is at 406 Hz),
they are treated separately in the dynamic response calculation. Only the
lower planetary dynamic forces at the fundamental frequency were considered
in this study, which is directed at understanding the relatively large
measured noise peaks near 1500 Hz.

The input data taken from Reference 2 and the CH-47 drawings referred to
earlier are summarized in Appendix II. These data were further processed
to a form suitable for the dynamic response calculation.

Corresponding to the dynamic forces applied to the ring-gear casing by the

lower planetary gears, the normal displacement perpendicular to the casing
cylindrical surface is expressed as

w(e,z,t) = W (9,z) cos [ct + Y (e,z)] (2)

where

W = amplitude of normal displacement
e = circumferential coordinate starting from planetary gear "A"

(see Figure 57)
z = axial coordinate starting from the lower casing end (see Figure

34)
w = frequency

= temporal phase angle (advance) relative to planetary gear "A"
t = time
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Tables VIII and IX give the calculated amplitude W (9,z) and the temporal
phase angle cp(O,z) of the normal displacement respectively.

Although the planetary gears are not equally spaced, this effect was ne-
glected when the dynamic responses of the individual gears were superim-
posed. This is a good approximation because the deviation from uniform
spacing is only 1.343 degrees (see Figure 57). This 1.343 degrees is im-
portant in determining the temporal phase angle among the planetary gear
meshings. This 1.343-degree nonuniformity in spacing results in a temporal
phase difference of 37.6 degrees between gear "A" and gear "C", as shown in
Appendix II.

Table VIII shows that the amplitude W repeats every 90 degrees in
the e-direction, but the temporal phase angle repeats every 180 degrees in
the 9-direction. This is because gears "A" and "B" are in phase, as ex-
plained in Appendix II. The values of the temporal phase angle at e=0 de-
gree and 6=180 degrees are very close to zero because these are the loca-
tions of gears "A" and "B." At 8=90 degrees, where the gear "C" is,
the temporal phase angle is very close to 37.6 degrees, as can be antici-
pated.

From Equation (2) and Tables VIII and IX, a plot of the ncrmal displacement
v er s 9 at z = 0.9 inch and t = 0 can be generated (see Figure
39). A'%.Imilar plot at z = 1.5 inches is also shown. The peaks
at 9=90 deptees and 270 degrees are smaller than those at 0=0 degree and
180 degrees 6ecause of the temporal phase angle; the situation can be re-
versed at a later time. Thus, Equation (2) and Tables VIII and IX reveal
the time history and the spatial distribution of the normal displacement
dynamic response due to the dynamic forces of lower planetary gear mesh at

� the fundamental frequency.

An expression for the acoustic power generated by the vibrating ring-gear
casing was derived in Appendix III, and is repeated here:

P = 1.62 x 10-4 wW2 A (watts)

In the case of interest here,

= 1482 Hz

2.4x16 -6
2.04 x 10- in. = 5.18 x 10- cm

2 2
A = 2n x 11.2 x 3 = 211 in. = 1360 cm

-4 -62
P =1.62 x 10 (1482 x 5.18 x 10) x 1360

= 1.3 x 10-5 watts
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The sound pressure level corresponding to this acoustic power level may be
calculated by Equation (67) for various distances. At a distance of I
foot, the sound pressure level is 71 db.

Thus, the acoustic power is a direct indication of the noise generated by
the ring-gear casing. The acoustic power calculated above is that induced
by the lower planetary gear meshing at the fundamentUl frequency. .,n the
next section, the acoustic power of a modified casing is calculated.
Changes in acoustic power levels indicate the effectiveness of the modi-
fication.

From the lower planetary gear mesh, dynamic forces are also transmitted
through the upper and lower edges of the ring-gear casing to the adjacent
parts of the aircraft structure, causing vibrations there. Therefore,
these boundary dynamic forces are also of importance from the standpoint
of noise and vibration reduction. Both radial (perpendicular to the ring-
gear casing) and axial (along the ring-gear casing) dynamic forces per unit
circumferential length due to lower planetary gear mesh were calculated by
the dynamic response program. They are tabulated as follows:

Radial Dynamic Force Axial Dynamic Force
Per Unit Circumferential Length Per Unit Cir umferential Length

(lb/in.) (lb/in.)

Lower Edge Upper Edge Lower Edge Upper Edge

11.8 0.57 2.19 2.65

These forces are due to the meshing of one individual lower planet-to-ring
tooth pair, and are those values which exist at the circumferential loga-
tion where the gear mesh occurs.

MODIFICATION OF CH-47 RING-GEAR CASING FOR VIBRATION AND NOISE REDUCTION

The cross sections of the CH-47 ring-gear casing and the modified casing
are shown in Figures 40 and 41. The center section of the modified casing
has been reinforced as shown in Figure 41. Its wall thickness is increased
to be the same as that of the sections supporting the ring-gear teeth.

The dynamic forces acting on the ring-gear casing as a result of the mesh-
ing action of the lower planetary gears at the fundamental frequency are
calculated in Appendix II, and are used here as input data to calculate the
dynamic response. To compare the dynamic response of the nominal and modi-
fled configurations, the dynamic response due to one single planetary gear
action is calculated at the circumferential location where the meshing oc-
curs. Although this is not the total dynamic response (in the sense that
it does not include the action of all four planetary gears), it is directly
related to the total dynamic response.
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-6TABLE VIII. AMPLITUDE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, W (10- INCHES) DUE TO LOWER PLANDYNAMIC FORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, CH-47 RING-GEAR CASING

9(deg)
z(in.) 0. 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 205.5 225.0 2

0.0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0,3 4.439 0.462 0.010 0.462 4.439 0.462 0.010 0.462 4.439 0.462 0.010 0

0.6 8.452 0.918 0.002 0.918 8.452 0.918 0.002 0.918 8.452 0.918 0.002 0

0.9 10.560 1.339 0.076 1.339 10.560 1.339 0.076 1.339 10.560 1.339 0.076

1.2 10.240 1.643 0.209 1.643 10.240 1.643 0.209 1.643 10.240 1.643 0.20r 1

1.5 8.678 1.752 0.314 1.752 8.678 1.752 0.314 1.752 8.678 1,752 0.314

1.8 6.872 1.596 0.328 1.596 6.8)2 1.596 0.328 1.596 6.872 1.596 0.328

2.1 5.218 1.255 0.265 1.255 5.218 1.255 0.265 1.255 5.218 1.255 O.?G5

2.4 3,522 0.870 0.187 0.870 3.522 0.870 0.87 n A.8 i.L2, 0.6/u 0.11i 0

2.7 1.786 0.449 0.098 0.449 1.786 0.1; 0.098 0.449 1.786 0.449 0.098

030 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. .
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-6ISPLACEMENT, W (10 INCHES) DUE TO LOWER PLANETARY
ENTAL FREQUENCY, CH-47 RING-GEAR CASING

,135.0 157.5 180.0 205.5 225.0 247.5 270.0 292.5 315.0 337.5 360.0

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0.010 0.462 4.439 0.462 0.010 0.462 4.439 0.462 0.010 0.462 4.439

'i-0.002 0.918 8.452 0.918 0.002 0.918 8.452 0.918 0.002 0.918 8.452

,0.076 1.339 10.560 1.339 0.076 1.339 10.560 1.339 0.076 1.339 10.560

0.209 1.643 10.240 1.643 0.209 1.643 10.240 1.643 0.209 1.643 10.240

0.314 1.752 8.678 1.752 0.314 1.752 8.678 1.752 0.314 1.752 8.678

0.328 1.596 6.872 1.596 0.328 1.596 6.872 1.596 0.328 1.596 6.872

0.265 1.255 5.218 1.255 0.265 1.255 5.218 1.255 0.265 1.255 5.218

0.187 0.870 3.522 0.870 0.187 0.870 3.522 0.870 0.187 0.870 3.522

0.098 0.449 1.786 0.449 0.098 0.449 1.786 0.449 0.098 0.449 1.786

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.



TABLE IX. TEMPORAL PHASE ANGLE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, qp (DEGREES) DUE TO LOWE|i
DYNAMIC FORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, CH-47 RING-GEAR CASING

0(deg)

z(in.) 0 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 205.5 225%

0.3 -0.847 -4.557 161.200 -33.040 -36.750 -33.040 161.200 -4.557 -0.847 -4.557 161.ý

0.6 -0.825 -4.298 161.200 -33.300 -36.780 -33.300 161.200 -4.298 -0.825 -4.298 161.2

0.9 -0.750 -3.480 -18.800 -34.120 -36.850 -34.120 -18.800 -3.480 -0.750 -3.480 -18.8

1.2 -0.623 -2.488 -18.800 -35.110 -36.980 -35.110 -18.800 -2.488 -0.623 -2.488 -18.8

1.5 -0.474 -1.737 -18.800 -35.860 -37.130 -35.860 -18.800 -1.737 -0.474 -1.737 -18.8

1.8 -0.367 -1.361 -18.800 -36.240 -37.230 -36.240 -18.800 -1.361 -0.367 -1.361 -18.q

2.1 -0.343 -1.283 -18.800 -36.320 -37.260 -36.320 -18.800 -1.283 -0.343 -1.283 -18.8

2.4 -0.325 -1.230 -18.800 -36.370 -37.280 -36.370 -18.800 -1.230 -0.325 -1.23r -18.8

2.7 -0.314 -1.198 -18.800 -36.400 -37.290 -36.400 -18.800 -1.198 -0.314 -1.198 -18.8

Preceding page blank
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(

NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, qp (DEGREES) DUE TO LOWER PLANETARY
NTAL FREQUENCY, CH-47 RING-GEAR CASING

.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 205.5 225.0 247.5 270.0 292.5 315.0 337.5 360.0

0 161.200 -4.557 -0.847 -4.557 161.200 -33.040 -36.750 -33.040 161.200 -4.557 -0.847

161.200 -4.298 -0.825 -4.298 161.200 -33.300 -36.780 -33.300 161.200 -4.298 -0.825

0 -18.800 -3.480 -0.750 -3.480 -18.800 -34.120 -36.850 -34.120 -18.800 -3.480 -0.750

10 -18.800 -2.488 -0.623 -2.488 -18.800 -35.110 -36.980 -35.110 -18.800 -2.488 -0.623

".60 -18.800 -1.737 -0.474 -1.737 -18.800 -35.860 -37.130 -35.860 -18.800 -1.737 -0.474

"40 -18.800 -1.361 -0.367 -1.361 -18.800 -36.240 -37.230 -36.240 -18.800 -1.361 -0.367

20 -18.800 -1.283 -0.343 -1.283 -18.800 -36.320 -37.260 -36.320 -18.800 -1.283 -0.343

70 -18.800 -1.230 -0.325 -1.230 -18.800 -36.370 -37.280 -36.370 -18.800 -1.230 -0.325

•00 -18.800 -1.198 -0.314 -1.198 -18.800 -36.400 -37.290 -36.400 -18.800 -1.198 -0.314



In Figure 42, the normal displacement dynamic responses, due to one lower
planetary gear at the circumferential location where the meshing occurs, are
plotted against z, the axial coordinate. The normal displacement vibration
amplitudes of the modified casing are approximately three times smaller than
those of the nominal CH-47 casing.

i • The normal displacement amplitude W (9,z) and the phase angle D (9,z), as
defined in Equation (2), are tabulated in Tables X and XI for the modified
CH-47 casing. These are the total dynamic responses due to all four lower
planetary gears. They may be compared with Tables VIII and IX which show
results for the existLIng CH-47 casing.

"Two plots of the normal displacement versus 9 at t = 0 are shown in Figure
43. One plot at z = 1.2 inches is the maximum along the axial direction.
The other plot is at z= 2.1 inches.

The acoustic power can be computed by Equation (63) with

_ 1482 Hz
0.554-xl106 -6

W 0. 554 x 10 in. = 1.41 x 10 cm

2 2
A =2 x 11.2 x 3 = 211 in. = 1,360 cm

-04 -06)2

P = 1.62 x10.4 (1482 x 1.41 x 10 x 1360

-7
9.6 x 10 watts

This is equivalent to a sound .:essure level of about 60 db at a distance
of I foot as computed by Equation (67). The existing CH-47 casing has an
acoustic power of 1.3 x i0"5 watts. The acoustic power of the modified
CH-47 casing is approximately 13.5 times smaller than the existing CH-47
casing, which corresponds to a reduction of about 11 db in sound pressure
level at a distance of 1 foot.

Dynamic forces are induced at both the upper and lower edges of the casing
due to the planetary gear meshes. These dynamic forces acting at the mesh
frequencies are transmitted to the adjacent parts of the aircraft structure.
These edge dynamic forces calculated by the dynamic response program are
tabulated as follows:

Radial Dynamic Force Axial Dynamic Force
Per Unit Circumferential Length Per Unit Circumferential

(lb/in.) Length (lb/in.)

Lower Edge Upper Edge Lower Edge Upper Edge
Existing
CH-47 Casing 11.8 0.57 2.19 2.65

Modified
Casing 12.1 0.98 1.92 1.32
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The dynamic forces of the existing CH-47 casing are also tjulated for com-
paripon. The edge dynamic forces of the modified casing are not signifi-
cantly higher than those of the existing CH-47 casing.

In summary, the modified casing would have an acoustic power output at the
lower planetary mesh frequency 13.5 times smaller than the existing CH-47
casing without significant change in edge dynamic forces. This decrease in
acoustic power is approximately equivalent, at a distance of I foot, to a
reduction of 11 db at this particular frequency in sound pressure level,
considering the acoustic energy emitted from the ring-gear casing at the
lower planetary mesh frequency.

8
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-6TABLE X. AMPLITUDE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMT, W (10- INCHES) DUE TO LOWER:DYNAMIC FORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, CH-47 MODIFIED RING-GE

0 (deg)
z(in.) 0. 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 205.5 225.0

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0.3 1.529 0.051 0.088 0.051 1.529 0.051 0.088 0.051 1.529 0.051 0.088

0.6 2.591 0.062 0.136 0.062 2.591 0.062 0.136 0.062 2.591 0.062 0.136

0.9 3.142 0.038 0.143 0.038 3.142 0.038 0.143 0.038 3.142 0.038 0.143

1.2 3.254 0.029 0.129 0.029 3.254 0.029 0.129 0.029 3.254 0.029 0.129

1.5 3.056 0.055 0.106 0.055 3.056 0.055 0.106 0.055 3.056 0.055 0.106

1.8 2,635 0.073 0.081 0.073 2.635 0.073 0.081 0.073 2.635 0.073 0.081

2.1 2.066 0.075 0.057 0.075 2.066 0.075 0.057 0.075 2.066 0.075 0.057

2.4 1.410 0.062 0.035 0.062 1.410 0.062 0.035 0.062 1.410 0.062 0.035,

2.7 0.708 0.035 0.016 0.035 0.708 0.035 0.016 0.035 0.708 0.035 O.01,

3.0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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N

OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, W (10"6 INCHES) DUE TO LOWER PLANETARY
'RCES AT FM1DAMENTAL FREQUENCY, CH-47 MODIFIED RING-GEAR CASING

'112.5 135.0 157.5 130.0 205.5 225.0 247.5 270.0 292.5 315.0 337.5 360.0

<0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

•,0.051 0.088 0.051 1.529 0.051 0.088 0.051 1.529 0.051 0.088 0.051 1.529

,0. 062 0.136 0.062 2.591 0.062 0.136 0.062 2.591 0.062 0.136 0.062 2.591

20.038 0.143 0.030 3.142 0.038 0.143 0.038 3.142 0.038 0.143 0.038 3.142

,0.029 0.129 0.029 3.254 0.029 0.129 0.029 3.254 0.029 0.129 0.029 3.254

0.0557 0.106 0.055 3.056 0.055 0.106 0.055 3.056 0.055 0.106 0.055 3.056

0•.073 0.081 0.073 2.635 0.073 0.081 0.073 2.635 0.073 0.081 0.073 2.635

-,10.075 0.057 0.075 2.066 0.075 0.057 0.075 2.066 0.075 0.057 0.075 2.066

0.062 0.035 0.062 1.410 0.062 0.035 0.062 1.410 0.062 0.035 0.062 1.410

ý0.035 0.016 0.035 0.708 0.035 0.016 0.035 0.708 0.035 0.016 0.035 0.708

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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TABLE XI. TEMPORAL PHASE ANGLE OF NORMAL DISPLACMMENT, CP (
DYNAMIC FORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, CH-47 M

9(deg)
z(0o.) 0. 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0

0,3 -1.224 -162.900 161.2 125.30 -36.38 125.30 161.2 -162.900 -1.224

0.6 -0.870 -157.000 161.2 119.40 -36.73 119.40 161.2 -157,000 -0.870

0.9 -1,022 -135.600 161.2 97.95 -36.58 97.95 161.2 -135.600 -1.022

112 -0.918 -59.800 161.2 22.20 -36.68 22.20 161.2 -59.800 -0.918

1.5 -0.831 -23.230 10,1.2 -14.37 -36.77 -14.37 161.2 -23.230 -0.831

1.8 -0.760 -13.680 161.2 -23.92 -36.84 -23.92 161.2 -13.680 -0.760

2. -0.705 -9.766 161.2 -27.83 -36.89 -27.83 161.2 -9.766 -0.705

2.4 -0,663 -7.706 161.2 -29.89 -36.94 -29.89 161.2 -7.706 -0.663

2.7 -0.632 -6.477 161.2 -31.12 -36.97 -31.12 161.2 -6.477 -0.632
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RAL PHASE ANGLE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, tp (DEGREES) DUE TO LOWER PLANETARY
C FORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, CH-47 HODIFIED RING-GEAR CASING

0.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 205.5 225.0 247.5 270.0 292.5 315.0 337.5 360.0

.38 125.30 161.2 -162.900 -1.224 -162.900 161.2 125.30 -36.38 125.30 161.2 -162.900 -1.224

.73 119.40 161.2 -157,000 -0.870 -157.000 161.2 119.40 -36.73 119.40 161.2 -157.000 -0.871)

6.58 97.95 161.2 -135.600 -1.022 -135.600 161.2 97.95 -36.58 97.95 161.2 -135.600 -1.022

6 oB8 22.20 161.2 -59.800 -0.918 -59.800 161.2 22.20 -36.68 22.20 161.2 -59.800 -0.918

6.77 -14.37 161.2 -23.230 -0.831 -23.230 161.2 -14.37 -36.77 -14.37 161.2 -23.230 -0.831

.84 -23.92 161.2 -13.680 -0.760 -13.680 161.2 -23.92 -36.84 -23.92 161.2 -13.680 -0.760

.89 -27.83 161.2 -9.766 -0.705 -9.766 161.2 -27.83 36.89 -27.83 161.2 -9.766 -0.705

.94 -29.89 161.2 -7.706 -0.663 -7.706 161.2 -29.89 -36.94 -29.89 161.2 -7.706 -0.663

.97 -31.12 161.2 -6.477 -0.632 -6.477 161.2 -31.12 -36.97 -31.12 161.2 -6.477 -0.632
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Figure 34. Model for CH-47 Ring-Gear-Casing
Dynamic Analysis.
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•: -'---'---Neutral Circumference
•. ------- Deflected Circumference

i Figure 35. Illustration of n-2 Circumferential

S~ Mode Shape.
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Figure 36. Illustration of CH-47 Ring-Gear-Casing Axial Mode Shapes.
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16000

Circumferential Mode No.

0 n 4 I14000 - n 
-8V• n =12• " ¢ n =16

12000 LP - Lower Planetary - ,,

UP - Upper Planetary

(LP-2 = twice
lower planetary mesh

1000 frequency, etc.)

1 0000

0 8000

$-4

6000

S~LP-I
S' 4000 i______i_40i

2000 LP-l ______ _____

i ~~~~UP-3 il ..

A UP-2 ,

Free-Free Both Ends Both Ends
Simply Built In

Supported

Ring-Gear-Casing End-Support Condition

Figure 38. CH-47 Frequency Diagram Illustrating the Effects of End
"Conditions on Ring-Gear-Casing Natural Frequencies forI First Axial Mode Vibrations.
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11.35" R

"Figure 40. CH-47 Ring-Gear-Casing Nominal Configuration.
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• __•__ 11.35,, R

• Figure 41. CH-47 Ring-Gear-Casing Modified Configuration.
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11 - Existing CH-47 Casing.
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Figure 42. CH-47 Ring-Gear-Casing Vibration Amplitudes due to Forces
"From One Lower Planetary Gear at Mesh Frequency.
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II
DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF UH-ID ROTOR-DRIVE GEARBOX

RING-GEAR STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

1 NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF UH-lD RING-GEAR CASING

The ring-gear casing of the UH-ID helicopter was modeled as shown in Figure
44 for the dynamic analysis. The casing was agaipi-considered as a composite
cylindrical shell with variable thickness. The procedures used for the sur-
vey of, :ne casing natural frequencies were similar to those used in the
CH-47 st'udy. The edges were again assumed to be sioply supported. In addi-
tion to this assumption, the circumferential, strengthening ridges were
evenly distributed over the gear face width on the outside of the casing to
facilitate the modeling.

To desci ibe tae natural modes of casing vibration, 4t is again convenient
to use -he circumferential wave number "n" as defined earlier, and to spe-
cify an axial mode shape. Three axial mode •hapea are schematically shown
in Figure? 45. 'The results in the form of natural frequencies for di'fferent

- circumferential wave numbers and axial imode shapes are presented in 'fable
o !\ XII. For a given circumferential wave number, the natural frequency in-
I. creases for higher axial modes. This can ýe explained by the fact that at

a higher axial mode, the casing structure to strained more severely than at
a lower axial mode. Also, in general, for a given axial mode, the natural
frequency increases with increasing "n" because of the higher bending strain
However, the trend is reversed at n=O where the natural frequency is 4380
Hz, which is higher than the natural frequencies at n=2 and n-4. This is
beca se the hoop strain at n-0 is higher than the b~nding strain of the n=2
mode nd the n=4 mode; this situýtion is not uncomaitt for thin shells, and
is discussed in texts dealing with thin shell vibrations.

These natural frequencies and the gear mesh frequencies of the upper
and lower planeteries are shown in Figure 46, ohich giv-ea a

-general view of thefrequency range and relationships involved. The second
harmonic of the lower planetary is very close to the natural frenuencies of
the first axial mode with n=2 and 4. In a later section, the rin'Vgear
Scasing will be 3trengthened to 'ield higher natural frequencies.

The natural frequen~ies of the UH-ID ring-gear casing alt different: end cun-

[ ditions were also obtained as in the case of the C11-47. The end corditipns
considered include the case of both ends built in and the cas•e of both ends
-ree. The results, together with the natural frequencies prevy usly ob-h tained for the simply supported end condition, are summarized in Figure 47.
The three locations on the abscissa represent, in the order of increasing

- end structural constraint, free-free, both end, simply supported and both
ends built in. For the first axial mode with the circumferential wave num-

T ber n=O, the natural frequencies with the free-free end condition av,d the
simply supported end condition are botN approximately at 4000 Hz, This
natural frequency increases to 60 00i Hz when the ends are assumed'to be
built in. Again for the first axial mode but wtth n=2, the casing natural
frequency has a value of about 1Q00 Hz when both ends are free. This na-
tural frequency increases to 4100 Hz when both ends are simply supported
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TABLEXII. NATURAL FREQUENCIES (IN Hz)
OF UH-ID RING-GEAR CASING

First Second Third
Circumferential Axial Axial Axial
Wave Number n Mode Mode Mode

0 4,380 5,470 10,750

2 4,020 5,370 10,900

4 3,960 5,440 11,420

8 5,800 7,500 12,900

12 9,450 Not Not

16 13,100 Calculated Calculated
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and to 13,00 Hz when both mds are built in. The simply supported end
conditions again appear to be a reasonably good compromise for the UR-iD
ring-gear dynamic analysis, and this assumption ha& been carried throughout
this portlom of the study.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF U-ID RING-GEAR CASING

The U•-iD ring-gear casing model shown in Figure 44 was also used as a model
* •for the dynamic response analysis. The casing edges were assumed to be

"simply supported". Dynamic forces due to the meshing action of the upper
. and lower planetary gears were imposed o:t the casing at thc~r respective

fundamental frequencies and their harmunics. Since these dynamic forces are
at different frequencies (for example, the lower planetary fundamental is
at 1982 Hz and the upper planetary fundamental is at 644 l1z), they are
treated separately in the dynamic response calculation. Only the lower
planetary dynamic forces at the fundamental frequency were considered in
this study.

The input data taken from Reference I and the UIH-lD drawings referred to
earlier are summarized in Appendix I. These input data were further pro-
cessed to a form suitable for the dynamic response calculation.

Corresponding to the dynamic forces applied to the ring-gear casing by the
lower planetary gears, the normal displacement perpendicular to the casing
cylindrical surface is expressed as

w (G,z,t) = W (9,z) cos [IZt + P (9,z)] (3)

where

W = amplitude of normal displacement

9 = circumferential coordinate starting from planetary gear A
I

z = axial coordinate starting from the lower casing end
(see Figure 44)

t =time

c = frequency

cp = temporal phase angle (advance) relative to planetary gear A

As in the case of the CH-47 ring-gear casing, the normal displacement is of
particular interest because it may contribute directly to noise. Knowing
the normal displacement distribution throughout the ring-gear casing, the
radiated acoustic power can be calculated as was done for the CH-47 casing.
In Tables XIII and XIV, the calculated amplitude W (9,z) and cemporal phase
angle cp (9,z) of the normal displacement are tabulated respectively.
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These tables show that the amplitude W repeats itself every 90 degrees in
the 9-direction, but the temporal phase angle y0 does not. The temporal
phase angle is zero degrees at 9 = 0 degrees, -90 degrees at 0 = 90 degrees,
-180 degrees at 9 = 180 degrees, and 90 degrees at 9 = 270 degrees. At
time t = 0, the dynamic force due to gear A (see Figure 56) is at its peak.
The angle cp describes, with reference to Equation (3), the phase relation-
ship of the dynamic normal displacement with respect to the dynamic forces
of gear A as shown in Figure 56. Table XIII shows that the normal displace-
ment is in phase with gear A at 9 = 0 degrees, is lagging 90 degrees at
9 = 90 and so on. A plot of the normal displacement versus 9 at z = 1.3
inches and t = 0 is shown in Figure 48; the normal displacement is zero at
9 = 90 degrees and 270 degrees, and it has peak and negative peak values at
9 = 0 degrees and 180 degrees respectively. This normal displacement plot
at z = 1.3 inches is a maximum along the z-direction. A similar plot of
the normal displacement at z = 3.5 inches and t n 0 is also shown. There-
fore, in summary, Equation (3) and Tables XIII and XIV reveal the time his-
tory and the spatial distribution of the normal displacement dynamic re-
sponse due to the dynamic forces of lower planetary gear mesh at the funda-
mental frequency.

An expression for the acoustic power generated by the vibrating ring-gear
c.zasing was derived in Appendix III, and is repeated here.

P = 1.62 x 10-4o 2W2 A (watts)

In the case of interest here,

w= 1982 Hz

W = 28.6 x 10- 6 in. =72.6 x 10- 6 cm

2 2A = 2Tr x 7.5 x 4.3 202.6 in. = 1310 cm

P = 1.62 x 10-4 (1982 x 72.6 x 10-6)2 x 1310

= 4.38 x 10-3 watts

From the acoustic power, the sound pressure level at a distance of 1 foot
as calculated by Equation (67) is 97 db. Thus, the acoustic power is a di-
rect indication of the noise generated by the ring-gear casing. The acous-
tic power calculated above is that indi,.ed by the lower planetary gear
meshing at the fundamental frequency. In the next section, the acoustic
power of a modified casing will be calculated, A comparison of the values
of the acoustic power shows the effectiveness of the modification for
the reduction of this particular noise component.

From the lower planetary gear mesh, dynamic forces may also be transmitted
through the upper and lower edges of the ring-gear casing to the adjacent
parts of the aircraft structure, causing vibrations there. Therefore, these
boundary dynamic forces are also of importance from the standpoint of noise

oK and vibration reduction. Both radial (perpendicular to the ring-gear cashm)
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TABLE XIII* AMPLITUDE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, W (10-6 INCHES) DUE TO
DYNAMKC FORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, UH-lD RING-GEAR

0 (deg)
z(in.) 0. 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 202.5

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0.25 93.700 8.048 3.131 8.048 93.700 8.048 3.131 8.048 93.700 8.048

0.50 153.700 11.360 6.415 11.360 153.700 11.360 6.415 11.360 153.700 11.360

0.90 191.100 7.169 11.470 7.169 191.100 7.169 11.470 7.169 191.100 7.169 1

1.30 225.900 7.418 15.660 7.418 225.900 7.418 15.660 7.418 225.900 7.418 1

1.7125 212.500 7.581 18.660 7.581 212.500 7.581 18.660 7.581 212.500 7.581 1

2.125 149.500 5.866 18.740 5.866 149.500 5.866 18.740 5.866 149.500 5.866 1

2.5375 83.800 4.430 16.240 4.430 83.800 4.430 16.240 4.430 83.800 4.430 1

2.95 44.520 3.942 12.390 3.942 44.520 3.942 12.390 3.942 44.520 3.942 1

3.50 23.110 2.268 6.882 2.268 23.110 2.268 6.882 2.268 23.110 2.268

4.05 5.222 0.456 1.627 0,456 5.222 0.456 1.627 0.456 5.222 0.456

4.30 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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UDE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, If (10-6 INCHES) DUE TO LOWER PLANETARY
C FORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, UH-ID RING-GEAR CASING

.0.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 202.5 225.0 247.5 270.0 292.5 315.0 337.5 360.0

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

.700 8.048 3.131 8.048 93.700 8.048 3.131 8.048 93.700 8.048 3.131 8.048 93.700

,700 11.360 6.415 11.360 153.700 11.360 6.415 11.360 153.700 11.360 6.415 11.360 153.700

.100 7.169 11.470 7.169 191.100 7.169 11.470 7.169 191.100 7.169 11.470 7.169 191.100

0900 7.418 15.660 7.418 225.900 7.418 15.660 7.418 225.900 7.418 15.660 7.418 225.900

.500 7.581 18.660 7.581 212.500 7.581 18.660 7.581 212,500 7.581 18.660 7.581 212.500

.500 5.866 18.740 5.866 149.500 5.866 18.740 5.866 149.500 5.866 18.740 5.866 149.500

.600 4.439 16.240 4.430 83.800 4.430 16.240 4.430 83.800 4.430 16,230 4.430 83.800

520 3.942 12.390 3.942 44.520 3.942 12.390 3.942 44.520 3.942 12.390 3.942 44.520

.110 2.268 6.882 2.268 23.110 2.268 6.882 2.268 23.110 2.268 6.882 2.268 23.110

o222 0.456 1.627 0.456 5.222 0.456 1.627 0.456 5.222 0.456 1.627 0.456 5.222

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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TABLE XIV. TE4PORAL ?HASE ANGLE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, T (DEGREES'
DYNAMIC YORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, UH-ID RING'GEA;

• 0 (deg)

z(in.) 0. 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 202.5 2:

00.25 . 158.800 135.000 111.200 -90.000 68.840 45.000 21.160 -180.000 -21.160 -45,

00.50 0. 154.900 135.000 115.100 -90.000 64.860 45.000 25.140 -180.000 -25.140 -45.

0.90 0. 122.400 135.000 147.600 -90.000 32.360 45.000 57.640 -180.000 -57.640 -45.

1.30 0. 82.940 135.000 -172.900 -90.000 -7.064 45.000 97.060 -180.000 -97.060 -45.

1.7125 0. 72.470 135.000 -162.500 -90.000 -17.530 45.000 107.500 -180.000 -107.500 -45,

2.125 0. 73.270 135.000 -163.300 -90.000 -16.730 45.000 106.700 -180.000 -106.700 -45,

2.5375 0. 60.280 135.000 -150.300 -90.000 -29.720 45.000 119.700 -180.000 -119.700 -45,

2.95 0. 40.180 135.000 -130.200 -90.000 -49.820 45.000 139.800 -180.000 -139.800 -45,

3.50 0. 38.430 135.000 -128.000 -90.000 -51.570 45.000 141.600 -180.000 -141.600 -45.

4.05 0. 49.070 135.009 -139.100 -90.000 -40,930 45.000 130.900 -180.000 -130.900 -45.
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RAL PHASE ANGLE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, p (DEGREES) DUE TO LOWER PLANETARY
C FORCES AT FUNDAMNTAL FREQUENCY, UH-lD RING-GEAR CASING

'12.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 202.5 225.0 247.5 270.0 292.5 315.0 337.5 360.0

8.840 45.000 21.160 -180.000 -21.160 -45.000 -68.840 90.000 -111.200 -135.000 -158.800 0.

'.860 45.000 25.140 -180.000 -25.140 -45.000 -64.860 90.000 -115.100 -135.000 -154.900 0.

2.360 45.000 57.640 -180.000 -57.640 -45.000 -32.360 90.000 -147.600 -135.000 -122.400 0.

7.064 45.000 97.060 -180.000 -97.060 -45.000 7.064 90.000 172.900 -135.000 -82.940 0.

7.530 45.000 107.500 -180.000 -107.500 -45.000 17.530 90.000 162.500 -135.000 -72.470 0.

:6.730 45.000 106.700 -180.000 -106.700 -45.000 16.730 90.000 163.300 -135.000 -73.270 0.

.720 45.000 119.700 -180.000 -119.700 -45.000 29.720 90.000 150.300 135.000 -60.280 0.

.820 45.000 139.800 -180.000 -139.800 -45.000 49.820 90.000 130.200 -135.000 -40.180 0.

1.570 45.000 141.600 -180.000 -1414600 -45.000 51.58 90.000 128.400 -135.000 -38.420 0.

.930 45.000 130.900 -180.000 -130.900 -45.000 40.93 90.000 139.100 -135.000 -49.070 0.



and axial (along the ring-gear casing) dynamic forces per unit circumferen-
tial length due to lower planetary gear mash were calculated by the dynamic
response program. They are tabulated as follows:

Radial Dynamic Force Azial Dynamic Force
Per Unit Circumferential Length Per Unit Circumferential Length(lb/in.) (lb/in.)

Lower Edge Upper Edge Lower Edge Upper Edge

6.84 0.68 11.4 4.35

These forces are due to the meshing of one individual gear pair at the lower
planetary and are those values which exist at the circumferential location
where the gear mesh occurs. These dynamic forces are at the same frequency
as the forcing frequency, namely, 1982 Hz.

MODIFICATIONS OF UH-ID RING-GEAR CASING FOR VIBRATION AND NOISE REDUCTION

The cross section of the UH-lD ring-gear casing (nominal configuration) is
shown in Figure 49. The two sections where the upper and lower planetary
ring-gear teeth are located are relatively strong, as can be seen from their
wall thicknesses. The thinner center section and the two sections at each
end of the casing are somewhat weaker.

The modifications of the ring-gear casing considered in this study are di-
rected at the reinforcement of the ring-gear supporting structure for two
reasons: (1) it is not considered practical to reduce the structural
rigidity from the present casing design, and (2) from tne structural
natural frequency point of view, it is more desirable to have a stiffer
structure. As shown in Table XII, the lowest natural frequency
o f the UH-lD casing is 3 960 Hz which is the first axial,
n=4 mode. Also shown in the same table, the first axial hoop mode (n=O)
has a natural frequency of 4380 Hz. Any attempt to reduce the structural
rigidity by, for example, maiking the wall thinner, would not significantly
lower the natural frequency of the hoop mode. Since considerable axial
bending appears to be taking place both in the center section and also near
the ends of the casing, modifications are made to increase the wall thick-
nesses in these areas to approximately the same thickness as that in the
gear sections in the attempt to reduce the vibration amplitude and hence
the emitted noise levels. Three typical modifications to the casing con-
figuration have been made, and their dynamic response vibration amplitudes
have been calculated:

1. Reinforced center section (see Figure 50).

• j 2. Reinforced sections near the casing ends (see Figure 51).

3. Reinforced center section and sections near the casing ends

SPeced(see Figure 52). 1
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The dynamic forces acting on the ring-gear casing as a result of the meshing
action of lower planetary gears at the fundamental mesh frequency were sum-
marized in Appendix I and are used here as input data to calculate the dy-
namic response. For comparison, the dynamic response due to one single
planetary gear action is calculated at the circumferential location where
the meshing occurs. Although this is not the total dynamic response (in
the sense that it does not include the action of all four planetary gears),
it is directly related to the total dynamic respunse. This dynamic response
Swill be used as a basis for comparison among the modifications.

In Figure 53, the normal displacement dynamic responses due to one lower
planetary gear at the circumferential location where the meshing occurs are
plotted against z, the axial coordinate. The third modification considered,
which is the stiffest among all the modifications, has the smallest vibra-
tion amplitudes. This modification was therefore investigated further for
its total dynamic response, its emitted acoustic power, and the dynamic
forces transmitted by it to the supporting structure. For this third
modification, both casing center and ends were structurally stiffened.

The normal displacement amplitude W (9,z) and the phase angle (p (O,z) as
defined in Equation (3) are tabulated in Tables XV and XVI for the modified
UH-lD casing. They are to be compared with Tables XIII and XIV of the
existing UH-ID ring-gear casing. In general, the normal displacement am-
plitude of the modified UH-ID casing is smaller than the existing casing,
as can be anticipated from Figure 53.

Two plots of the normal displacement versus 9 at t=O are shown in Figure 54.
One plot at z=0.9 inch is the maximum along the axial direction. The
other ..)t is at z=3.5 inches.

The acoustic power can be computed from Equation (63) with

(LN = 1982 Hz

-6 -6
W = 10.4 x 10 6 in. = 26.4 x 10 cm

2 2202.6 in. 2  1310 cm

-4 2-2_
1P=.62 x 10 WW A

= 1.62 x 10=4 (1982 x 26.4 x 106 )2 x 1310

= 5.83 x 10-4 watts

This is equivalent to a sound pressire level of 88 db at a distance of 1
foot as computed by Equation (67).3 Compare. :o the acoustic power generated
by the existing casing (4.38 x 10 watts), cere is a reduction by a fac-
tor of 7.5 with the modified casing, t•ninh c.orresponds to a reduction of 9
db in sound pressure level for this pait!ctilar noise component at a dis-
tance of I foot.
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TABLE XV. AMPLITUDE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMErPl W (10.6 INCHES) DUE TO
DYNAMIC FORCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, UH-ID MODIFIED RI

9( deg)
Z(in.) 0. 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 202.5 2,

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0.25 18.620 1.076 0.077 1.076 18.620 1.076 0.077 1.076 18.620 1.076 0.

0.50 34.940 2.200 0.251 2.200 34.940 2.200 0.251 2.200 24.940 2.200 0.

0.90 53.650 3.973 0.911 3.973 53.650 3.973 0.911 3.973 53.650 3.973 0.

1.30 62.660 5.364 2.053 5.364 62.660 5.364 2.053 5.364 62.660 5.364 2.

1.7125 62.210 6.148 3.398 6.148 62.210 6.148 3.398 6.148 62.210 6.148 3.

2.125 54.990 6.165 4.345 6.165 54.990 6.165 4.345 6.165 54.990 6.165 4.

2.5375 44.720 5.547 4.598 5.547 44.720 5.547 4.598 5.547 44.720 5.547 4.

2.95 33.560 4.526 4.147 4.526 33.560 4.526 4.147 4.526 33.560 4.526 4.

3.50 19.180 2.808 2.747 2.808 19.180 2.808 2.747 2.808 19.180 2.808 2.

4.05 5.845 0.897 0.896 0.897 5.845 0.897 0.896 0.897 5.845 0.897 0.ý

4.3 0  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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• -6
• OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, V (10 INCHES) DUE TO LOWER PLANETARYRCES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, UH-1D MODIFIED RING-GEAR CASING

112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 202.5 225.0 247.5 270.0 292.5 315.0 337.5 360.0

00. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

,1.076 0.077 1.076 18.620 1.076 0.077 1.076 18.620 1.076 0.077 1.076 18.620

'2.200 0.251 2.200 24.940 2.200 0.251 2.200 34.940 2.200 0.251 2.200 34.940

3.973 0.911 3.973 53.650 3.973 0.911 3.973 53.650 3.973 0.911 3.973 53.650

5.364 2.053 5.364 62.660 5.364 2.053 5.364 62.660 5.364 2.053 5.364 62.660

\6.148 3.398 6.148 62.210 6.148 3,398 6.148 62.210 6.148 3.398 6.148 62.210

11i6.165 4.345 6.165 54.990 6.165 4.345 6.165 54.990 6.165 4.345 6.165 54.990

• '5.547 4.598 5.547 44.720 5.547 4.598 5.547 44.720 5.547 4.598 5.547 44.720

I.526 4.147 4.526 33.560 4.526 4.147 4.526 33.560 4.526 4.147 4.526 33.560

.2.808 2.747 2.808 19.180 2.808 2.747 2.808 19.180 2.808 2.747 2.808 19.180

"0.897 0.896 0.897 5.845 0.897 0.896 0.897 5.845 0.897 0.896 0.897 5,845

iO. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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TABLE XVI. TEMORAL PHASE ANGLE OF NOPML DISPLACEMENT, cp (DEGREES) DUE •
DYNAMIC FOitCES AT RUDMHENTAL FREQUENCY, UR-ID MOD)IFIED RINO-G

G(deg)
zin.) 0. 22.5 45.0 67.5 90.0 112.5 135.0. 157.5 180.0 202.5 225

0.25 0. 44.590 135.000 -134.600 -90.000 -45.410 45.00 135.40 -180.00 -135.40 -45.
0.50 0. 39.470 135.000 -129.500 -90.000 -50.530 45.00 140.50 -180.00 -140.50 -45.

0.90 0. 32.090 135.000 -122.100 -90.000 -57.910 45.00 147.90 -180.00 -147.90 -45.

1.30 0. 26.860 135.000 -116.900 -90.000 -63.140 45.00 153.10 -180.00 -153.10 -45.

1.7125 0. 22.750 135.000 -112.800 -90.000 -67.250 45.00 157.20 -180.00 -157.20 -45.

2.125 0. 19.990 135.000 -110.000 -90.000 -70.010 45.00 L60.00 -180.00 -160.00 -45.

2.5375 0. 18.340 135.000 -108.300 -90.000 -71.660 45.00 161.70 -180.00 -161.70 -45.

2.95 0. 17.310 135.000 -107.300 -90.000 -72.690 45.00 162.70 -180.00 -162.70 -45.

3.50 0. 16.500 135.000 -106.500 -90.000 -73.500 45.00 163.50 -180.00 -163.50 -45.

4.05 0. 16.060 135.000 -106.100 -90.000 -73.940 45.00 163.90 -180.00 -163.90 -45.

/9
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• • •V•---

SE ANGLE OF NORMAL DISPLACEMENT, cp (DEGREES) DUE TO LOWER PLANETARYES AT FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, UH-ID MODIFIED RING-GEAR CASING

'112.5 135.0 157.5 180.0 202.5 225.0 247.5 270.0 292.5 315.0 337.5 360.0

. .5.410 45.00 135.40 -180.00 -135.40 -45.00 45.41 90.00 134.60 -135.00 -44.59 0.

50.530 45.00 140.50 -180.00 -140.50 -45.00 50.53 90.00 129.50 -135.00 -39.47 0.

057.910 45.0Of" 147.90 -180.00 -147.90 -45.00 57.91 90.00 122.10 -135.00 -32.09 0.

,63.140 45.00 153.10 -180.00 1-153.10 -45.00 63.14 90.00 116.90 -135.00 -26.86 0.
67.250 45.00 157.20 -180.00 -157.20 -45.00 67.25 90.00 112.80 -135.00 -22.75 0.

70.010 45.00 160.00, -180.00 -160.00 -45.00 70.01 90.00 i1C.00 -135.00 -19.99 0.

11.660 45.00 161.70 -180.00 -161.70 -45.00 71.66 90.00 108.30 -135.00 -18.34 0.
72.690 45.00! 162.70 -180.00 -X62.70 -45.00 .72.69 90.00 107.30 -135.00 .17.31 0.

73.500 45.00 163.50 -180.00 -163.50 -45.00 73.50 90.00 106.50 -135.00 -16.50 0.,

73.940 45.00 163.90 -180.10 -163.90 -45.00 73.94 90.00 106.10 -135.00 -16.06 0.1
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Dynamic forces are iaduced at both the upper and lower edges oý the casing
edue to the planetary gear meshes. These dynamic forces, acting at ihe

mesh frequencies, may be transmitted to the adjacent partg of the ai.rcraft
structure. These edge dynamic forces calculated by the dynamic response
program are tabulated as follows:

RUdial Dyt amic Force Axial Dynamic Force
Per Unit Circunifere•itial Length Per Unit Circumferential Length' ,

(lb/in.) (lb/i•.)

Lower Edge Upper Edge Iower Edge Upper Edge

Existing
UH-lD Casing
(Figure 49) 6.84 0.68 11.4 4.35

Modified
Casing
(Figure 52) 7.80 0.76 5.86 2.79

Those of the existing UH-ID casing are also tabulated for comparison.

The edge dynamic forces of the modified casing are not, in general,
significantly different from the edge dynamic force•s in the nominal UH-ID
casing.

In sumry, the modif- 'd casing would have an acoustic power 7.5 times
smaller than the existing UH-lD casing w'.thout significant change in the
edge dynamic forces. This decrease in acoustic power is approximately
equivalent, at a distance of 1 foot, to a 9 db reduction in sound pres-
sure level at the lower planetary mesh frequency.

"V /
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Upper Edge of Model

Shell Segment 5

Shell Segment 4

Shell Sgin

Shell Segment 3

Sheli Segment 2
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z Shell Segment I

----,' -7.40" R 4L

Lower Edge of Model

Figure 44. Model for UH-ID Ring-Gear-Casing Dynamic Analysis.
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Multiples of

Lower Planetary
Mesh Frequency

2 Multiples of Upper Ring-Gear Casing; Planetary Mesh Frequency na -er cisNa tural1 Frequenciles

at Third Axial Mode

n=0 2 4 8
Ring-Gear Casing i :

Natural Frequencies
at Second Axial Mode

n - 2 8

Ring-Gear Casing Natural Frequencies at First Axial Mode

S •n -4• \\ 0 81 12 16

____ 
4 \%i iI1

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000

Vibration Frequency (Hz)

Figure 46. Frequency Diagram for UH-ID Ring-Gear
Casing With Edges Simply Supported.
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14000 ,

Circumferential Mode No.

{ n 0
12000 0 n 2

o n 4
0 n 8
V n-12
0 n=-16

10000

LP - Lower Planetary
UP - Upper Planetary
('LP-2 - twice lower

8000 planetary mesh -

frequency, etc.)

-••"• LF-.,3 ,

UP-

26000 _ .....

LP-24000

2000 ... P 3 .. .. .

UP--

0
Free-Free Both Ends Both Ends

Simply Built In
Suppor ted

Ring-Gear-Casing End-Support Condition

Figure 47. UK-lD Frequency Diagram Illustrating the Effects of End
Conditions on Ring-Gear-Casing Natural Frequencies for

First Axial Mode Vibrations.
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Figure 49. UH-ID Ring-Gear-Casing Nominal Configuration.
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Figure 50. UH-ID Ring-Gear Casing With Center Section Modification.
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Figure 51. UR-ID Ring-Sear Casing With End Section Modifications.
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Figure 52. UH-ID Ring-Gear Casing With Center and End Section
Mod•Fications.
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Figure 53. UH-lD Ring-Gear-Casing Vibration Amplitudes due to Forces

From One Lower Planetal.y Gear at Mesh Frequency.
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VIBRATION ISOLATION ANALYSIS OF GEARBOX MOUNT COMPONENTS

Dynamic excitations, originating at the gear mesh locations, have been iden-
tified as an important, if not the major, source of gearbox component lateral
vibrations at the mesh frequencies and their harmonics. These gearbox drive
train component vibr.tions may result in the generation of acoustic power,
and therefore noise, right at the gearbox casing surface when the casing

waýls are caused to vibrate under the action of the internal components.
A At the same time, since the gearbox is mounted to the aircraft structure in
such a way as to .upport the aircraft weight, vibrations may be transmitted
across the mounting surfaces to the rest of the structure. The mounts
can therefore serve as either vibration isolators or vibration trans-
mitters, depending upon their dynamic force and motion transmission prop-
erties. From the noise-reduczion standpoint, it is desirable to design
the mounts as'vibration isolators.

The modeling of the gearbox mount otructure, a mount-to-airframe connector,
and the aircraft structure is shown i•, Figure 55. The gearbox mount struc-
ture is modeled as a mass-spring-dashpot (damping) combination, and so is
the aircraft structure. The following analysis is based upon the represen-
taticn of these system quantities as linear elements. Nonlinear stiffness
and damping properties may sometimes exist in systems such as this, re-
quiring somewhat different solution techniques. Such techniques are well
known, however, and represent no obstacle to the development of.An adequate
analytical approach to the problem of acoustic-frequency vibration isolation.
The mount connector (or isolator) is assumed to be massless and is also rep-
resented by -a spring and dashpot. The vibration source may be considered
to be applied at the gearbox mount structure as an oscillatory force
F cos wt and a vibration motion xl, as defined in Figure 55. The following
analysis is devoted to the determination of mathematical relationships by
which the force and motion amplitudes transmitted to the aircraft structure
may be calculated.

Analytically determining values of mi, kl, and cl, and m2, k2 , and c2 (as
defined below) for a given physical configuration may not be an easy task.
Elaborate computer program systems, such as STARDYNE or NASTRAN, exist by
which the spring and mass quantities may be computed for various structures.
Alternatively, if the structure already exists, as in the case of opera-
tional helicopter airframes, these quaitities may be determined experimen-
tally by attaching a vibrator at the desired location. The vibrator applies
a harmonic force, the frequethcy of which can be varied gradually. By mea-
suring the force, the velocity and the phase angle for each frequency, the
mechanical impedance, as defined in Equation (12), may be determined. There
are, in fact, commercially available automatic mechanical impedance mea-
suring systems which can provide impedance data plots for an existing struc-
ture. The mechanical impedance, whethet calxilated or measured, is required
as input for the transmissibility analysis developed below.

Returning to Figure 55, the equations of motion of masses mI and m2 can be
written as
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Gearbox

S•FI cos wt Gearbox
0 Mount Structure

k, 0 Connector
0 (isaoator)

2 Localized
Aircaft

k k21 2 Struc re

Figure 55. Analytical Model for Analysis and Design of Gearbox-
to-Airframe Isolators.
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m + (+ i cC2) + c k -+ k (it x + = F" cos ct (4)

m2 2 + c - ) + c2 + k x x + k = 0 (5)2 2.

The following are defined

X,= Re (aI et (6)'l \ x2 Re ~ae )

x2 =Re (ae2 e it) (7)

where aI and P2 are the complex amplitudes and Re r~presentg the real part
of a complex quantity, The forci g function can belwritten in complex
notation:

F cos ut =Re (Fe Rut)

Substituting xI and x into Equations (4) and (5), we tind that
*-ll2 +(a c -a)+iu cla1 + k "a-a + klaI=F

o~~i 12l a2 o 1a 2 1 1 o
1 2

-m alm) + im c (a 2 - a) + im c a + k (a2 - a1 ) + k22 = 0

in2  o 1 2 2 0 2 1 22

Note that the notation Re has been omitted. It is implied, however, that
only the re I parts are of physical )ignificance.

Rearranging the above' two equations, we find that

-m2+ ia) (co + c)-k + k ] a1 -+ [-iCo - k 0a 2 = F (8)

[-iwc0 o k]1 a 1 ++ im (co + c2 )+k + k2 a2 = 0 (9)

For the vibration isolation analysis, it is useful to \define a motion trari-
missibility Tm and a force transmissibility Tf.

T =motion transmissibility = 21 1.(10)m I xl [all
•"\ !•force acting on m 2

Tf = force transmissibility = (11)
fF

0

K~ oThe motion transmissibility may also be interpreted as the displacement
transmissibility or the velocity transmissibility.
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Defining a mechanical impedance Z -s the ratio of force to velocity, we find
that

Z = mechanical impedance v force (12)-•+ +v e l o c i t y

For a spring-mass-dashpot system,

z = c i a - (13)

In some texts, the mechanical impedance is defined as the ratio of force to
displacement. The definition chosen here, as expressed in Equation (12),
is in accordance with that quantity measured by most commercially available
mechanical impedance measuring systems.

The mechanical impedances of the isolator, the local gearbox mount structure
and the local aircraft structure may be denoted by Z0 , Z1 and Z2 , respec-
tively. Then, from Equation (13), we find thatSi ~ko

zo = mechanical impedance of isolator = c + i -") (14)
mif 0bo

z = mechanical impedance of local gearbox mount structure

i + i (me- (15)

• . Z2 mechanical impedance of local aircraft structurez 2

•.• = c~2 + i (m2 Wo(6

The transmissibilities can be expressed in terms of these mechanical
impedances. From Equation (9), we find that

--. •a 2  icnc + k
-- '••+0 0SaI 2 2u + k 20

I -m2M + i ( (c + c2) + k°

Multiplying both the numerator and the denominator by (- i/w) yields

k
a2  c -i-°2- 0 0 (17)O•~ km"' k = 2+ Z (7

2 0 2 0a c2 + i(m - U+ c (17)

"Thus,
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S Iol j (18)F 1z2+ Zo.
It is observed that T is independent of Z. In order for T to be small,m m
Z 0 must be small in magnitude. Therefore, the isolator must mbe relatively
soft and possess low damping.

The force transmissibility as defined by Equation (11) can be expressed in
-•i• terms of Z2

wia 2 z 21
Tf = (19)

To simplify this further, multiply both sides of Equation (8) by -i/co.
Thus,

• (Z° + Z) a -- Zoa2 i F /w
0 + 1  o 2  0

Using Equation (17) to eliminate a1 , the above equation becomes

z2 + Z
(Z+ZI) + 2 - Zoa2 =-i F /

0 o0

$2 Rearranging this equation, we find that
2

F (Z0 + ZI) (Z0 + z 2)- z0  Z1Z2 +z(Z1 + z2)

2 0 0

•"' Thus,

u i a2Z2 1 1z0 Z2 1
Tf F zl z2 + zo zl + zo z

From Equation (20), the force transmissibility ratio Tf will be small if

a. Z1 is large

b. Z is small
0

Small values of impedance Z2 would also make Tf small. But in the mean-
time, it would make Tm large, which is undesirable. Therefore, the condi-
tions under which both T and Tf will be small are

a. large ZI and (2

b. small Z°
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In other words, the mechanical impedances of the gearbox mount structure
and the aircraft structure must be large and the mechanical impedance of
the isolator must be small. Since the isolator impedance consists of spring
and damping coefficients, the isolator should be designed to be as soft as
possible. Furthermore, adding damping characteristics to an isolator
design would yield adverse effects on both the motion and the force trans-
missibilities from the viewpoint of vibration and noise reduction.

The above equations may be used to size acoustic-frequency isolators once
the gearbox mount and aircraft structural impedances have been determined.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

BEVEL GEAR MESH FREQUENCY SHAFT-BEARING DYNAMICS STUDIES

Radial stiffness calculations have been performed for the rilling-element
bearings which support the bevel gear shafts in the UH-ID main and CH-47
forward rotor-drive gearboxes. These shaft-bearing systems have been
analytically modeled for acoustic-frequency vibrations analyses. These
analyses have yielded both shaft lateral natural frequencies, in the form
"of critical frequency maps, and also vibration amplitude and dynamic force
responses to the gear-mesh-induced tooth dynami^ forces calculated in
References 1 and 2. Various shaft-bearing system modifications have seen
investigated for reductions in transmitted dynamic force levels. The re-
suits obtained indicate both logical reasons for the existence of high
noise levels at the bevel gear mesh frequencies and also the feasibility
"of reducing them, through design or redesign efforts, by reducing the
dynamic force levels which are transmitted to the gearbox casing through
the spiral bevel gear shaft bearings.

Examination of rolling-element bearing stiffness values, and resulting crit-
ical frequency maps, indicates that in the CH-47 forward Lotor-drive gearbox,
both input and output bevel-gear shafts are operating such that the bevel
mesh frequency is at or near the shafts' third critical frequencies, which
are bending critical frequencies. The following important results were ob-tained in the CH-47 gearbox studies:

1. With regard to that component of the gearbox noise spectrum which
is due to vibrations of the gearbox housing at the bevel gear mesh
frequency, noise reductions on the order of 3 to 4 db were predic-
ted for the several bevel gear shaft geometries considered. Ge-
ometryoptimization, carefully carried out, may be used to effect
moderate changes in the relationship between mesh frequency and
shaft lateral critical frequency, thus changing the shaft vibration
mode shapes and bearifig dynamic force levels and thereby the cas-
ing vibration and noise levels. The modifications considered
are only representative rather than all inclusive, and other mod-
ifications yielding greater noise reductions will very likely be
found as a result of a comprehensive study.

2. With regard to the same noise component as above, drastic noise
changes were predicted as a result of relatively large modifica-
tions to the radial stiffnesses of the input shaft ball (thrust)
bearing. Care must be exercised to determine the relationship of
the mesh frequency to shaft lateral critical frequency prior to
modifying the stiffness of this element, however, since calcula-
tions indicate that the lateral critical frequency is very sensi-
tive to major changes in this radial stiffness (predictions ranged
from a 9-db increase in noise level to a 15-db decrease in noise

I• level for 50 percent and 100 percent radial stiffness reductions,
respectively). Stiffness modifications of the magnitudes
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considered may not be achievable through bearing redesign, but may
possibly instead be obtained by changes in thrust bearing radial
support configurations.

3. Specification of small percentage modifications (on the order of
ten percent) in the radial stiffnesses of all the rolling-element

S' bearings was not predicted to be an effective method for achieving
large reductions in the noise produced at the bevel mesh frequency
(although changes of 1 or 2 db may be achievable), primarily be-
cause changes of this magnitude will very likely be less than
those needed to make major increases in the frequency separation
between the mesh and lateral critical frequencies.

4. The addition of moderate amounts of viscous damping between the

shaft and the casing near the input bevel gear location resulted

in little or no calculated reduction in vibration levels of the
input shaft.

The results discussed above are not additive. That is, the db reduction
which may be achieved by applying more than one modification is not neces-
sarily the sum of the calculated db reduction for each taken separately.
The overall reduction will depend on the bearing radial dynamic forces,
which in turn depend upon all of the elements which affect the dynamic
characteristics of the shafts.

While no definitive measurements yet exist which can answer the question of
the relative importance of the gearbox casing as a noise emitter compared
to the aircraft structure, there are some preliminary indications that the
gearbox casing may be the major source of noise at the bevel gear mesh fre-
quency. Should this be confirmed, then the db reductions discussed above
for the noise emitted by the casing would be very significant as far as the
overall noise level at the bevel gear mesh frequency is concerned.

In the case of the UH-lD main rotor-drive gearbox, both input and output
bevel-gear shafts are operating such that the bevel mesh frequency is at or
near the shafts' second critical frequencies. For the input bevel gear
shaft, this is a rigid-body mode, whereas it is a bending mode for the out-
put bevel gear shaft.

The following important results were obtained in the UH-lD gearbox studies:

1. With regard to that component of the gearbox noise spectrum which
is due to vibrations of the gearbox housing at the bevel gear mesh
frequency, noise reductions on the order of 2 to 4 db were predic-
ted for the several bevel gear shaft geometries considered, for
the addition of a moderate amount of viscous damping between the
shaft and casing near the input shaft roller bearing, and for the
substitution of a material dynamically similar to titanium as the
shaft material. These modifications, the results of which must
not be considered additive, are generally effective because they
increase the frequency separation between the mesh and lateral
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critical frequencies. The modifications studied should be con-
sidered as represeutative rather than all inclusive.

2. With regard to the same noise component, drastic noise reductions
are predicted as a result of relatively large changes in the
radial stiffness of the roller and triplex ball bearings on the in-
put bevel gear shaft. Such modifications are effective because
they produce relatively large separations between mesh and critical
frequencies. Care must be taken to determine the relationship of
the mesh and critical frequencies prior to making such changes,
since shifting the critical frequency the wrong way may drastically
increaae the noise level.

3. Specification of small percentage changes (on the order of ten per-
cent) in the radial stiffnesses of all the rolling-element bearings
was not predicted to be an effective method for achieving large
reductions in the noise produced at the bevel mesh frequency,
primarily because changes of this magnitude generally result in
little additional separation between the mesh and lateral critical
frequencies. Bearing support configuration changes, or changes to
single bearing stiffnesses, may prove useful for this purpose,J however. These and other configuration changes may exist for
achieving this frequency separation. The ones considered herein
were selected to illustrate the technique.

Apparently no definitive measurements exist for the UH-lD which can answer
the question of the relative importance of the gearbox casing as a noise
emitter at the bevel mesh frequency compared to the aircraft structure.
There are strong indications, however, based upon the analysis of previous
recordings and studies, for instance (7), and upon test cell measurements,
that the gearbox casing is the major source of noise at the bevel gear mesh
frequency. Eventual confirmation of this relative importance will cause
the db reductions discussed above to be highly significant as far as the
overall noise level at the bevel gear mesh frequency is concerned.

RING-GEAR MESH FREQUENCY GEARBOX CASING VIBRATION STUDIES

The ring-gear sections of the UH-lD and CH-47 gearbox casings have been
analytically modeled for acoustic-frequency vibrations analyses. Thin-
shell vibration studies have yielded shell-mode natural frequencies for
each ring-gear section for various ring-gear structural-support conditions.
Shell vibration response calculations have also been performed, utilizing as
inputs the lower planetary planet-gear to ring-gear dynamic forces calculated
"in References 1 and 2. These calculations have yielded calculated casing

* vibration amplitudes (proportional to the noise levels generated directly by
-: the ring-gear casing) and also force levels transmitted to the remainder of

the gearbox casing (and thus reasonably proportional to those dynamic force
levels transmitted to the airframe). Several ring-gear structural modifi-
cations have been investigated for reductions in vibration levels. The
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results obtained significantly improve the understanding of the mechanisms
by which acoustic-frequency vibration energy, produced as a result of gear
mesh dynamics, is emitted from the gearbox as noise. Logical reasons are
indicated for the existence of high levels of vibration, and thus noise,
at the planetary mesh frequencies, and the feasibility of reducing these
levels through design or redesign efforts has been established.

Examination of ring-gear casing calculated shell mode natural frequencies
for the CH-47 (Figure 37) indicates that the natural frequencies are above
both the upper and lower planetary mesh frequencies. The lowest calculated
natural frequency (hoop circumferential mode, first axial mode) coincides
with the third multiple of the lower planetary mesh frequency. Considera-
tion of the cffects of ring-gear casing end conditions upon the shell mode
natural frequencies indicates that, for mountings more rigid than pinned
ends (a situation which will likely be obtained in view of the relatively
rigid ring-gear section ends), the natural frequencies will be considerably
above the first three multiples of the two mesh frequencies. Such a result
is significant, since it indicates that forced-response vibrations are
present, rather than resonant vibrations. Force-response vibrations may be
dealt with either by considerably stiffening the ring-gear structure, there-
by permitting the structure to react the forces with resulting'lower
amplitudes, or by softening the local structure, thereby isolating the rest
of the gearbox from the higher local vibrations in the area of the ring
gear. In either case, little if any change may be expected in the trans-
mitted force levels. Stiffening modifications have been analytically

(• demonstrated to be effective in reducing vibration levels in the CH-47
ring gear.

In the UH-lD ring-gear casing, a different picture has emerged. Examina-
tion of calculated shell-mode natural frequencies (Figure 46) indicates that
three circumferential modes at the second axial mode and four circumferen-
tial modes at the first axial mode fall within the frequency range of the
second and third multiples of the lower planetary mesh frequency for the
pinned-end casing condition. In particular, the second multiple of the
lower planetary mesh frequency (four planets) falls very close to the two-
and four-per-revolution circumferential modes, and the third multiple falls
only slightly above the eight-per-revolution circumferential modes. This
close correspondence and the likelihood that the pinned-end condition is
approximated by the relatively thin wall of the UH-ID casing mean that the
ring-gear vibrations are very likely of the resonant type. Resonant vibra-
tions may be dealt with both by stiffening (or softening) and by the selec-
tive addition (or removal) of mass. Stiffening and the addition of mass
have been analytically demonstrated to be effective in reducing vibration
levels in the UH-lD ring gear. This result is particularly important in
view of the likelihood, because of the isolation of the ring gear from the
airframe, that whatever noise is emitted at the planetary mesh frequency
or its higher multiples will very likely be emitted from the ring-gear
casing itself.

The results of the acoustic power and sound pressure level calculations for
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the two gearboxes are also significant and should be examined in detail.
These calculations, which have been performed using as inputs the predicted
casing vibration amplitudes, were done (without the use of empirical fac-
tors) by means of equations (Appendix III) based upon the physics of
osciliating surfaces. The calculated noise levels, therefore, are antici-
pated to be very nearly those levels which would be recorded at the lower
planetary mesh frequency by a microphone positioned near a vibrating ring-
gear casing (otLer elements of the helicopter structure are vibrating also,
but this calculation is only for the ring-gear casing). Comparison of the
calculated noise levels with measured noise levels at the lower planetary
mesh frequency will therefore provide a good indication of the relative
amounts of mesh frequency energy emitted by the ring-gear housing compared
to all other aircraft elements.

In the case of the CH-47, the nominal configuration ring-gear casing is
predicted to radiate 1.3 x 10-5 watt at the lower planetary mesh frequency,
equivalent to a sound pressure level of about 71 db at 1 foot from a point
source. The CH-47 ring-gear casing as modified is predicted to radiate
9.6 x 10- watts, equivalent to a sound pressure level of about 60 db at 1
foot. The modification results, therefore, in a reduction in sound pres-
sure level of 11 db at 1 foot, a considerable decrease. However, measured
sound pressure levels on the order of 105 db have been observed (2, 3, 4)
adjacent to the CH-47 forward rotor-drive gearbox at the lower planetary
mesh frequency. Therefore, other, more powerful noise sources must exist.
The modification, in which the ring-gear casing was stiffened, must not be
discarded as useless, however, even though its apparent contribution to the
overall noise level is small. For this is the only element which is being
forced to vibrate at a frequency corresponding to a very high measured
noise component. Reductions in vibration levels, such as those achieved by
this modification, will result in lower amplitudes of vibrations being
transmitted to the remainder of the aircraft structure. Thus, although the
noise emitted by the CH-47 ring gear itself appears to be only a very small
part of the overall noise levels experienced, and therefore, the 11 db re-
duction will be insignificant, the mechanical vibration levels transmitted
to the rest of the structure, and therefore the overall noise levels, will
be significantly reduced.

In the case of the UH-lD, the nominal configuration ring-gear casing is
predicted to radiate 4.38 x 10-3 watt at the lower planetary mesh frequency,
equivalent to a sound pressure level of about 97 db at 1 foot from a point
source. The UH-lD ring-gear casing as modified is predicted to radiate
5.83 x l0..4 watt, equivalent to a sound pressure level of about 88 db at 1
foot. The modification results, therefore, in a reduction in sound pres-
sure level of 9 db at 1 foot, a considerable decrease.

Measured sound pressure levels on the order of 105 db have been observed [1]
adjacent to the UH-lD main gearbox at the lower planetary mesh frequency.S• Therefore, the ring-gear casing is probably the major source of noise at the

lower planetary mesh frequency. The 8 db difference bvtween the calculated
and measured values of 97 and 105 db, respectively, should be examined with
consideration of the following: (I) there are likely to be other areas of
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the gearbox participating in the vibration at the lower planetary mesh
frequency; (2) the calculations are based on a nonenclosed point source;
and (3) the measured results are expressed in one-third-octave form and
thus include some contribution from the third harmonic of the upper plan-
etary mesh frequency. Proper accounting for each of these elements would
tend to reduce the 8 db difference.

In any case, the calculated and measured UH-lD noise levels at the lower
planetary mesh frequency are much closer than are similar values for the
CH-47. Therefore, changes in noise level at this frequency, calculated for
modifications to the ring-gear casing, will be highly significant in re-
ducing the measured noise level in the helicopter at this frequency, since
the ring-gear casing appears to be the major significant source of noise.

GEARBOX-AIRFRAME ISOLATION STUDIES

A reasonably general analytical model of the gearbox-to-airframe interface
has been prepared, including dynamic elements representative of an acoustic-
frequency isolator. The force and motion transmissibility characteristics
of this model indicate that good isolation of the airframe from high-
frequency vibrations will result (i.e., that force and motion transmissi-
bility across the gearbox-airframe interfaces will be lowest) when the local
gearbox and cirframe structures possess relatively high mechanical impedance
characteristics and the isolator possesses relatively low mechanical
impedance.

* It appears possible to effectively isolate the airframe from the acoustic-
frequency vibrations produced by the gearbox by tuning the isolators to the
frequency range of about 200 to 500 Hz. Such isolators should be rigid
enough to provide the static stiffness required for structural integrity,
yet will provide for attenuation of vibrations at frequencies higher than
about 1.5 times the isolator frequency.

IMPROVEMENTS TO HELICOPTER INTERNAL NOISE DATA BANK

Samples of acoustic data, in full octave and one-third-octave form, were
discussed with and obtained from the Vertol Division - the Boeing Company
for older versions of the CH-47 in several configurations. More recent
data, together with narrow-band real-time reduction techniques, were also
discussed. In addition, narrow-band, real-time data were also discussed
with and obtained from the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, Fort
Rucker, Alabama, for several CH-47C helicopter operating configurations.
These data have proved very useful in further identifying the exact drive
train components responsible for the noise levels measured inside operating
CH-47 helicopters, and, perhaps more important, have indicated that only
narrow-band data are suitable for use in machinery-noise reduction efforts
of this type.

Samples of UH-i interior acoustic data, in full-octave and narrow-band form
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were discussed with an ,obtained from the Bell Helicopter Company, Fort
Worth, Texas, for several aircraft configurations.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMNDATIONS

The following conclusions are drawn as a result of the acoustic-frequency

vibrations studies reported herein:

1. Consideration of gearbox-generated noise in terms of high-
frequency mechanical vibration of gearbox internal components
advances logical reasons for the existence of high noise levels
at several gear mesh frequencies. Pursuing noise reduction via
mechanical vibration reduction permits both the immediate applica-
Lion of existing analytical and experimental vibration methods to
the problem, and perhaps more important, provides direction to
the development of new technology required for the design of
future quiet gearboxes.

2. With regard to noise components at the bevel gear mesh frequency,
bevel shaft lateral natural frequencies are, in several cases, in
close proximity to the bevel mesh frequency in both of the gear-
boxes studied. Shaft vibrations at these lateral natural fre-
quencies apparently involve mode shapes in which the shaft bearings
are not at nodal points. Hence, forces proportional to vibration
amplitude and bearing stiffness are applied at the mesh frequency
to the gearbox casing, producing vibrations and noise. Reduction
of these force levels via redesign of bearings and shaft com-.
ponents, guided by vibration calculations, has been analytically
demonstrated to be both feasible and practical.

3. With regard to noise components at the planet-to-ring-gear mesh
frequencies, in the CH-47, the ring-gear-casing structural natural
frequencies are well above the first three multiples of the mesh
frequencies and forced-response rather than resonant-response
vibrations are present. The CH-47 ring-gear casing probably acts
more to transfer mechanical vibration energy to its surroundings
rather than as a noise source, judging from the predicted casing
vibration amplitude levels.

In the case of the UH-ID ringýgear casing, on the other hand,
several structural natural frequencies are apparently in close
proximity to the first three multiples of the planet-to-ring-gear
mesh frequencies. Thus, the UH-lD ring-gear structural vibrations
are probably of the resonant-response type. Judging from pre-
dicted casing vibration amplitude levels, the UH-lD ring-gear
casing is itself probably a significant noise source.

Reduction of ring-gear-casing vibration levels via redesign of
casing components, guided by vibration calculations, has been
analytically demonstrated to be both feasible and practical.
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S4. The general analytical model developed for gearbox-to-airframe
isolation analysis indicates that force and motion transmissi-
bility across the gearbox-airframe interface will be lowest when
the local gearbox and airframe structures possess relatively high
mechanical impedance characteristics and the isolator possesses
relatively low mechanical impedance. Isolators tuned to a fre-
quency between the highc~t aircraft component structural natural
frequencies and the lowest acoustic frequencies of interest should
provide the best attenuation of gearbox noise components without
adversely affecting structural integrity.

5. The survey of major organizations (U.S. Government agencies and
helicopter airframe manufacturers) known to be active in the
area of helicopter internal noise reduction has shown that a
large amount of helicopter internal noise data and some acoustic-
frequency vibration data exist. On the other hand, examination
and discussion of existing data with aircraft manufacturer
technical personnel indicate that this data may not have been
put to the fullest use in determining the relative importance
of the several paths by which acoustic frequency energy travels
from its source to the ear.

The following recommendations are made:

1. Efforts should be undertaken, in helicopters in which noise is
a problem, to determine as precisely as possible the routes by
which internal noise components travel from their sources to the
ear.

2. Efforts should be undertaken to assesb, experimentally, the
ability of existing gearbox hardware noise reduction technology
to predict those quantities related to the acoustic character-
istics of specific gearboxes. Where these existing techniques
are not fully adequate, they should be improved and extended.
"Where adequate, the:, should be so documented, reduced to design
or oriented form, ar.d incorporated into the design process.

3. Efforts should be undertaken to develop and verify through tests
the technology required for the prediction and reduction of air-
craft structure-related internal noise components.

4. Efforts should be undertaken to assess the importance of aircraft
systems other than the rotor-drive gearbox to helicopter internal
noise levels. Where other systems, such as accessories, are
found to be important noise contributors, noise-reduction efforts
directed at these systems should be undertaken.
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APPENDIX I
DYNAMIC RESPONSE CALCULATIONS OF THE

UR-ID MAIN ROTOR-DRIVE GEARBOX RING-GEAR CASING

From Reference 1 and the drawings of the UH-ID, the following input data are
obtained fIr dynamic response calculations.

UR-ID Lower Planetary

Number of Sun Gear Teeth = 57
Number of Planetary Gear Teeth = 31
Number o f Ri rg-Gear Teeth = 119
Number of Pljnetary Gears = 4
Tooth Pressaire Angle - 220
Fundamental Frequencies of Dynamic Excitation 1982 Hz
Tangential Dynamic Force at Planet - Ring Mesh = 73 lb
Ring-Gear Tooth Face Width ='0.8 in.1
Ring-Gear Root Circle Radius = 7.15 in.

The four planetary gears were spaced equally around the ring gear as shown
schemaiically in Figure 56. However, the' dynamic forces on each planetary
gear are not in phase. In other words, when one of the planetary gears, say,
gear A, reaches its peak dynamic force, the rest of the plahetary gears are
only at some intermediate fprces below the peak value. In fact, a simple
layout of the geaer teeth mesh would show that each planetary gear has a 90-
degree phase difflerence from its neighborit.g gears. If gear A is used as a
reference, then gear B is lagging A by 90 degrees, gear C is lagging A by
180 degrees, and gear D is lagging A by 2701degrees.

Let us concentrate on the dynamic forces existing on the ring gear by gear
A. First, the dynamic force has a sinusoidal variation:in time with a fre-
quency w. It also has a spatial distribution denoted by pA(G). Thus, the
dynamic force of gear A on the ring gear is

P A (9,t) = PA (9) cos Wt (22)

where PA (9) is the circumferential distribution of the dynamic force.
Since we will be interested in calculating the casing dynamic response in
the normal di ection,, the radial component of the tooth dynaamic force is
calculated.

Radial Dynamic Force Amplitude = Tangential Dynamic Force x

Tangent of Pressure Angle

= 73 tan 220

- 29.5 lb (23)

Assume that this radial dynamic force is uniformly distributed across the
face width and over one tooth spacing circumferentially. Let 21 be the

[4 'circumferential length of one tooth spacing.
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Figure 56. Schematic Diagram and Coordinate System for the UH-1D
Lower Planetary Gears.
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4 Then

(15) = 0.377 in. (24)

* The circumferential distribution of the radial dynamic force of one plane-
tary gear is thus shown in the following sketch;

R = Radius of Ring-Gear

,oot Circle

2Tr R

In order to facilitate a dynamic response analysis, this circumferential
distribution is expressed in terms of a Fourier series.

In general, we can expand the periodic function f(x) depicted in the
following diagram in Fourier series:

II&~f (x)

0 >X

L .L

f(x) = for -1 < x <A
= o otherwise

1
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f(x) has a periodicity of 2L. Because of symmetry, f(x) can be expanded
in a cosine Fourier series as follows:

f(x)= - a0 + am a L-os x (25)

L

where 2 f(x) cos ý-- x dx
m L L

0

2f cos MT- x dx

0

"sin - (26)
mn L

Apply the above equations to the lower planetary oi UH-ID, and replace L
by 7R, x by Re, and T by p1 where p1 is the radial dynamic force per unit
area.

PA(e)a= +L a cos me (27)
"PA 2Pl

where a = sin (28)
m mn R

Thus, the radial dynamic force of gear A is represented by Equations (22)
and (27). The series in Equation (27) converges rather slowly.
This may be anticiuated because the radial dynamic force is confined
to a relatively small region. However, in dealing with the present problem,
the series will be cut off at m=lO. This is hardly enough for the series
approximation, as will be seen in the numerical computation. The justifi-
cation to cut off the series at m=10 is explained in the following.

The goal of this analysis is to compute the dynamic response. The forcing
frequency has a fixed value; for example, the fundamental frequency of the
lower planetary is 1982 Hz. The significance of the m=ll term in Equation
(27)is a forcing function to excite a mode with a circumferential wave
number of 11. From Table I, it is estimated that the first-axial n=ll mode
has a natural frequency of approximately 9000 Hz. This high frequency
(9000 Hz) mode is hardly excited by the dynamic force with a frequency of
1982 Hz. Therefore, from the point of view of the dynamic response, the
series of Equation (27) can be cut off at a high enough m and before the
series converges.

In Equations (22) and (27), replace 0 by 8A where 8 A indicates the angular
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coordinate associated with planetary gear A (see Figure 56).

- A (GA' t) PA (NA) cos wt (29)

where 110

a + a cos m A (30%PA (A) 2 0 Eo mA
m=1

2p 1 sin -- 
(31)

Planetary Gear B

For planetary gear B, use the angular coordinate 9B (see Figure 56) and let
the phase lag of "B" relative to "A" be YB" Thus,

PB (GB' t)->PB (GB) cos (wt - TB) (32)

10

I (0B a + a cos m B (33)-. PB B) 2 0 ao MB

m=l

Planetary Gear C

P0 (C0 , t) = PC (GC) cos (wt - C) (34)

10
i0

PC (G)- a + 'a cos m 0 (35)
:• m=l

Planetary Gear D

PD (GD' t) = PD (GD) cos (wt - T D) (36)

10

a + a cos m (37)
PD 2 0o m

mn=l

As mentioned earlier,

T B = 900 (38)

UC = 1800

T D = 2700
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From Figure 56,

A=

B= 0- 900

ec 0 - 180 (39)

0D= 0 - 2700

The following numerical values are computed.

Area on -hich the dynamic force acts = 2 k x (gear face width)

= 0.377 x 0.8 0.302 in.2
P Radial Dynamic Force 29.5 97.7 psi

Area 0.302
2p- - 97.7 x 0.377

aa0 rR n x 7.15 1.64

a 2p s 2 x 97.7 sin 0.377a- = aIin sin ii- = 1. 64
r R 7r2 x 7.15

a2 = a3 ..... a9 =1.64

a10 = 1.63

Now, knowing the Fourier coefficients a , a1, 2 and so on, the ring-geardynamic response due to, say, planetaryogear A, can be calculated. Thedynaaic forces as expressed by Equations ( 29) and ( 30) are used asinput data to an MTI computer program . The computer program firstcalculates the dynamic response due to each Fourier component separately.The dynamic responses are then superimposed to yield the response due to
gear A.

Let a general response function due to gear A be represented by

bA (6A' z) cos Wt (from gear A) (40)
where bA (GA, z) is part of the print-out of the dynamic response program;for example, bA could be the normal displacement amplitude W , or theazimuthal disDlacement amplitude or the like. Similarly, weAhave

bB (0B, z) cos (wt - TB) (from gear B)

bC (Oc, z) cos (Wt - TC) (from gear 0) (41)C C
bD (OD, z) cos ((t - (from gear D)
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The total of this general response function is the sum of the responses dueto each individual gear. Thus, in terms of an amplitude b (e, z) and a
phase angle 4 (0, z), the general response function is

b (0, z) cos [wt + 4 (6,z)] -bA (6A' z) cos wt + bB (OB' z) cos (wt-YA)

+bC (eC, z) cos (wt - Tc) + bD (0D9 z) Cos (wt - D) (42)

Expanding Equation(42), then equating the cos wt terms and equating the
sin wt terms,

b cos ý = bA + b PBCosB + b cos C + bD Cos D (43)

-b sin ý = b sin IB + b sin YC + b sin (44)

Squaring both sides and then adding,

b(6, z) = [bA(6A, z) + bB(OB, z) cos (B + bc(Oc, z) cos IF

+ beDz) cos ] + [ b(, z) sin'P + b (0,C z) sin PC
1 

(45)

D+ bD(D, z) sin 'D] 3
- By taking the ratio of Equations (43) and (44),

4(8, z) = Arc tan

-{bB(0B z sin Y~ + b (0 C, z) sin 'PC + bD(D z) sin 'D (6
[bA( 0A, z) + bB(eB, z) COS PB + bC(OC, z) cos 'PC + bD(OD, z) cosPe

I- The phase angle 4(O, z) is the phase advance relative to planetary gear A.
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APPENDIX II
DYnAMIC RESPONSE CALCULATIONS OF THE

CH-47 FORWARD RoTOR-DRIVE GEARBOX RING GEAR CASING

From Reference 2 and the drawings of the CH-47, the following input data are
obtained for dynamic response calculations.

CH-47 Lower Planetary

Number of Sun Gear Teeth = 28
Number of Planetary Gear Teeth = 39
Number of Ring-Gear Teeth = 106
Number of Planetary Gears = 4
Tooth Pressure Angle = 250
Fundamental Frequency of Dynamic Excitation = 1482 Hz
Tangential Dynamic Force at Planet-Ring Mesh 79.6 lb
Ring-Gear Tooth Face Width = 1.2 in.
Ring-Gear Root C-.rcle Radius = 10.85 in.

The four planetary gears are not equally spaced around the ring gear as
contrasted to the UH-lD arrangement. A schematic diagram of the lower
planetary gear's is shown in Figure 57. The angular locations of planetary
gears A, C, B and D are respectively zero degrees, 91.343 degrees, 180
degrees and 271.343 degrees. Since the planet gears have an odd number
of teeth, t he sun-planet meshing and the planet-ring meshing are
in phase (see Figure 41 of Reference 1). Furthermore, because the sun
gear has an even number of teeth and the line connecting the centers of "A",
sun and "B" is a straight line, the "sun-A" meshing and the "sun-B" meshing
are also in phase. Therefore, it can be deduced that the "ring-A" meshing
and the "ring-B" meshing are in phase (see Figure 57). Similarly, the
"ring-C" meshing and "ring-D" meshing are also in phase. However, the phase
relationship between the "ring-A" meshing and the "ring-C" meshing remains
to be determined.

In Figure 58, the planetary gear "A" is at its peak dynamic (fundamental)
load both at the "sun-A" meshing and the "ring-A" meshing. Next, consider
the situation of the planetary gear "C". The sun gear has 28 teeth; each
tooth takes an angular span of 360/28 = 12.87 degrees. Since the center-
line of the sun-C gear is at an angular location of 91.343 degrees, the
1'sun-C" meshing is 1.343 degrees over the 90-degree point which is the peak
load location. This 1.343 degreesis equivalent to 1.343 degrees/12.87
degrees = 0.1044 tooth space on the sun gear. Temporally, this means the
' sun-C" meshing is 0.1044 x 360 degrees = 37.6 degrees from its peak loading
at the fundamental frequency. As stated earlier, the "sun-C" and "ring-C"
meshings are in phase. Therefore, the temporal phase difference between
the "ring-A" meshing and the "ring-C" meshing is 37.6 degrees, with the
latter lagging the former. At second harmonics, the temporal phase angle
is doubled, and at third harmonics, tripled, and so on.

Referring to Figure 57, let the dynamic forces of gears A and B be

PAB (9, t) PAB (9) cos Mt (47)
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Figure 57. CH-47 Lower Planetary Gear Mesh Phasing Diagram.
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Ring Gear- 106 Teeth

Planet Gear
39 Teeth

,.28 Teeth
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Planet Gear

39 Teeth
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Figure 58. CH-47 Lower Planetary Gear Mesh Phasing Diagram

Showing Gear-Tooth Positions.
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where pAB (8) is the circumferential distribution of the dynamic force.
The dyi.amic forces of gears A and B can be considered together and expressed
in the form of Equation (47) because they are in phase. Similarly, for

S~gears C and D,

~CD co (wt'P)(48)
wherew_=1482Hz P CD (8', t) = PCD (8) cos (wt - T)

Swhere w 1482 Hz

T-J = 37.60

and e' is shown in Figure (57).

The radial component of the tooth dynamic force is related to the tangential
component by the tooth pressure angle.

Radial Dynamic Force Amplitude

= Tangential Dynamic Force x Tangent of Pressure Angle

= 79.6 tan 250 = 37.2 lb.

From the CH-47 gearbox assembly drawing, it is seen that one half of the
gear face width is supported by the structure; the other half is not.
For the analysis, the radial dynamic force is assumed to be
distributed uniformly across one-half of the gear face width and over one
tooth spacing circumferentially. Let 2Z = circumferential length of one
tooth spacing. Then,

--- •-- -2w (10.86)
-21 r (08 0.644 in.106

Thus, the dynamic radial pressure

_ 37.2 96.5 psi.
Pl 0.6 x 0.644 9

The circumferential distribution of the dynamic radial pressure exerted by
planetary gears "A" and "B" on the ring gear is shown in the following
sketch. R Radius of RinguGear

k• 2• ~4~jIRoot \Circle

P1 from Gear "A" P1 from Gear "B"

2 aR
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T2 order to facilitate a dynamic response analysis, the circumferential
distribution is expressed in terms of a Fourier series. In this case the
periodicity is 7TR,as can be seen from the preceding sketch.

Using Equation - (25) and (26) and replacing L by irR/2, x by RO and T by
p the following is obtained;

6
-- �?, 1a + a cos 2me (49)PAB ( 2) o m° m

m 2plwhere a 1 sin 2m (50)-•m m•f

The series has been truncated at m = 6. The justification of so doing was
given in Appendix I.

Similarly, for planetary gears C and D, the circumferential distribution of
dynamic forces pCD (e ) of Equation (48) can be expressed by

- =-!ao + Z a cos 2me'
CD 2 o m=l

The a's are given by Equation (50).

From Figure 57,

e e - 91.3430 (52)

The following numerical values are computed:

2 P 1 2 k 2 x 96.5 x 0.644a- R a =.=6=-3.65
0: o r 7rR x 10. 86

2 x 96.5 0.644a1  --- -sin T- 3.65

a2 3.65

a3  3.64

a 4  3.62

a5 = 3.60

a6 = 3.58
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Now, knowing the Fourier coefficients ao a a a6 and with t 1482 Hz,

the dynamic response due to planetary gearsa ani B can be calculated.
The dynamic forces as expressed by Equations (47) and (49) are used as
input data to an KC1I computer program. The computer program first
calculates the dynamic response due to each Fourier component separately.
The dynamic response due to gears "A" and "B" is then obtained by super-
imposing the responses of each individual component. The dynamic response
due to gears "C" and "D" is obtained by the same procedure.

Let a general response function due to gears " A" and "B" be represented by

b AB (O, z) cos wt (from gears "A" and "B") (53)

ABwhere bAB (O, z) is part of the print-out of the dynamic response pr~gram;

for example, b could be the normal displacement amplitude or the -zimuthal
(axial) displacement amplitude or the like.

Similarly, a general response function due to gears "C" and "rd" can be
written as

bCD (0 z) cos (tot - T) (from :'C" and "D") (54)

The total of this general response function is the sum of the responses due
to "A, B" and "C, D". Thus, in terms of an amplitude b(O, z) and a
temporal phase angle * (0, z), the general response function is

b (e, z) cos [wt + 0 (e, z)] = bAB (0, z) coswt + bCD (0, z) cos (tt- T)

Thus, b(e, z) ( bAB (8, z) + bCD ( z) cos T]

+ bCD (0, z) sin I] (55)

--- bCD (0, z) sin T 1
c (0, z) = Arc tan b (0, z) + DCD ( 0, z) cos (56)

The phase angle ý (0, z) is the temporal phase advance relative to
planetary gear "A".
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APPENDIX IIIACOUSTIC POWER GENERATED BY A VIBRATING SURFACE

A surface vibrating in a fluid medium emits sound. The acoustic power that
is transferred to a medium by a vibrating surface depends on the physical
characteristics of the medium, the oscillatory volume displacement of the
fluid caused by the vibrating source, and the sie and shape of the gener-
Ptor. The acoustic power generated by vibrating surface can bý expressed

by (page 3-118 of Reference 6)
\2

P R xl10-7 watts (57)

where U = rate of volume displacement of 4luid (cc/ ec)

R = acoustip radiation resistance seen by source (acoustic ohms)
A

Let the amplitude of-the oscillatory displacement of an area element dA
be W, and the frequency be cu throughout the area A at a particular mode.
Then,

U =2cif W dA= 2r c W A (58)

A

where

w - ff W dA (5
A A

= Average displacenment amplitude

The acoustic radiation resistance R depends on the size and shape of the
generator. Two typical shapes are Aiscussed in Reference 6: (1) pulsating
sphere and (2) vibrating pioton. In both cases,

R = K2• if - > 1 (60 IA A X

where p = density of medium (gm/cc)

C = velocity of sound in medium (cm/sec)

D = alameter of sphere (or piston) (cm)

X = - = wave lengtA (cm)

S= frequency (Hz)

K = a numerical factor

The numerical factor K is equal to unity when D/X > 1, i.e., in the high
frequei~cy range (see Figure 3i-1 of Referenre 6). In the lower frequency
range, K is less than i. To make an estimate of the value of K at low
frequency from the gearbox noise standpoint, take the fundame.tal frequency
of the CH-47 upper planetary meshing, 406 Hz for example. The wave length
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S= C/on 5s approximately 75 cm or 3Q in. Suppose that the diameter of the
ring g4ai is taken as D. ¶hen, D/A = 22/30 =110.73. According to Figure
U3-l of Reference 6, K = O.B5 for a spherical source, andK = 1 for a
vibrating piston. It is therefore concluded that the valde of K is not
far from unity. For acoustic power computation, set

K =4 (61)

UsinglEquations (58), (60) and (61), Equation (57) c6 be written as

2-2 TT2PCx1-P=2 A (2rr2 pCx10 7  (62)

where P = acoustic power (watt)

cu = frequency (Hz)

W = average displacement amplitude (cm)

A = area (cm2)

P = density of medium (gm/cc)

C = velocity of sound in medium (cm/sec)

For helicopter noise, the medium is air, with p = 0.00122 gm/cc and C =

33,700 cm/sec. Thus,
P = 1.62 x 10- w A (watt) (63)

"Choose a reference acoustic power of I02 watt. Then a power level in db
can be defined as

L 10 3. 1 (db) (64)

power 10g10  -12 (b

where L = power level (db)• 1 power

P = acoustic power (watt)

For a point source, thepower level is related to the sound pressure.

level measured at a distance r by
L =L +20 log r + (65)
power s.p. 10

where Lpower = powar level (db)'

L s.p. = sound ressure level (d0)

r = distance from the source at which i. is measured (meter)s.p.

0 -12
The reference for the power level is 10 watt, and the reference for the
sound pressure level is 0.0002 microbar.
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At approximttely r 1 ft 0.305 meter, Equation (65) reduces to

power s.p. (66)

Thus,
• p

L = L = 10 logl 0 -j1 (db) (67)
Ls.p. power10

Therefore, the sound pressure level measured at I foot from a point source
is approximately equal to the power. level, both in units of db. Equations

(65), (66), and (67) are valid only for a point source. In applying Equa-

tions (65), (66), and (67) to the noise generated by ring-gear casings, a

geometrical configuration factor should be introduced to take into account
the casing geometry. However, this factor is neglected in the sound pres-
sure level calculation for simplicity.
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APPENDIX IV
SUMMARY OF EXISTING HELICOPTER INTERNAL ACOUSTIC DATA

During the investigations reported in References 1 and 2, it became apparent
that detailed information would eventually be required to determine conclu-
sively the exact sources, and their relative importances, of the noise found
withini operating UH-ID and CH-47 helicopters. Such a determination is con-
sidered essential to a clear understanding of the character of the internal
noise, upon which depends the ultimate goal of achieving lower helicopter
internal noise levels tbrough drive train component design-level efforts.
Helicopter internal noise is proving, as the more advanced real-time,
narrow-band data reduction techniques are brought to bear upon it, to be
composed af several very sharp noise spikes, located precisely at the known
gearbox mesh frequencies and their higher multiples, superimposed upon gen-
erally acceptable background noise levels. For instance, narrow-band re-
ductions of the CH-47 internal acoustic data presented in [41 indicate
severe noise peaks which may reach cound pressure levels of 100 to 110 db
superimposed upon background levels of generally 80 to 90 db.

When this portion of the investigation was formulated, several organiza-
tions were known to have extensive data records of internal noise levels
measured in CII-47 and UH-ID helicopters. In order to prevent needless
duplication, it was felt that future noise measurements should be conducted
only after a survey had been made to determine the extent of existing data
and, more important, the bandwidths used in its reduction. Thus, the Vertol
Division - Boeing Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; the Bell Helicopter
Company, Fort Worth, Texas; and the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Labora-
tory, Fort Rucker, Alabama, were contacted and visited to discuss the detail
and type of existing data. It is believed that the data available at these
organizations are the most complete and extensive available at the present
time for the CH-47 and UH-lD helicopters.

A considerable amount of CH-47 internal noise data is available at the
Vertol Division - Boeing Company. These data, which date back to the early
1960's, were recorded on magnetic tape, and exWst for various aircraft con-
figurations and operating conditions and for a considerable number of re-
cording locations within the aircraft. Data reduction to date has been
largely by full-octave and one-third-octave methods, although a limited
amount has recently been reduced by real-time, narrow-band techniques.
Considerable thought has obviously gone into the selection of data recording
locations. While it is not immediately clear what percentage of this
existing data will be directly useful in future noise reduction programs, it
is felt that this extensive body of data and the experience of Vertol per-
sonnel must be considered as important sources of information during the
planning and implementation of future CII-47 interior acoustic and vibration
measurements.

With regard to UH-l internal noise measurements, a considerable quantity of
data is available at the Bell Helicopter Company, Fort Worth. These data,
which also date back to the early 1960's, were entirely recorded on magnetic
tape. They exist for various aircraft configurations and operating
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conditions, and for a number of recording locations within the aircraft.
Data reduction to date has apparently been primarily by the full-octave
method, although a certain amount of data has been reduced by narrow-band
analysis by means of tape loops. While it is not immediately clear how
much of these existing data will be of direct use in future noise reduction
programs, it is felt that these data and the experience of Bell Helicopter
personnel must be considered as important sources of information during the
planning and implementation of future UH-lD interior acoustic and vibration

¢ measurements.

In addition to the data discussed above, an important body of CH-47 and
UH-lD interior acoustic data may also be found at the U.S. Army Aeromedical
Research Laboratory, Fort Rucker, Alabama. These data, which have been
recorded during recent years [4,7J, are available on magnetic tape for
various aircraft operating conditions and for several recording locations
within the aircraft. Data reduction has been by octave-band analysis and,

more recently, by the real-time, narrow-band technique with a filter band-
width of 20 Hz. Four narrow-band spectra which were produced in a recent
analysis by the author of Reference 4 are shown in Figures 59, 60, 61, and
62. These data were recorded along the centerline of a CH-47C helicopter,
with the microphone held at about head height for a standing man. Station
number denotes axial distance, in inches, aft of the nose of the aircraft.
Superimposed by the authors above each of these figures is a diagram
showing the mesh frequencies of the CH-47 forward rotor-drive gearbox for
the operating conditions specified. Note the precise correspondence between
each major noise peak and a known mesh frequency. It is felt that the
detail shown in Figures 59-62 approaches that required in future acoustic
technology development measurements. It should be stressed, however, that
the noise data shown in these four figures are not to be interpreted as
being representative of the acoustic levels which exist in all CH-47C heli-
copters. In addition, these data must not be construed as being the
ultimate in terms of the amount of engineering information which may be
extracted. Narrower bandwidths may be required, for example, to show the
existence of side bands. These data are presented, however, to show the
great increase in available information which results from narrow-band
analysis. While octave-band, one-third-octave-band, and even one-tenth-
octave-band measurements may be adequate for ear-protection purposes, they
are decidedly inadequate for use in the development of noise-reduction
technology.
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